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Every mealtime win, every meal shared, is 

a way of connecting in our fast‑moving world. 

Our consultants help make it possible—and 

invite others to do the same.
@louislvdennis

@jltrobaugh

@cabankitchen

@bayleemello

@cookingmadesimple_irenebaird

@tchef1@connecting.with.cassie

@laurenrodycheberle

@ruehlepamperedkitchen

@cf_tate

@becky_s_pampered_chef

@taras_dinner_and_a_show @diannehartellpc

@sweetkristyskitchen
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All Pampered Chef products that are 
designed to come into contact with food are 
BPA-free and meet or exceed all current and 
applicable regulations of the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA).
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Since 1980, Pampered Chef has been on a mission 

to bring people together over shared meals. 

It’s how we feed our bodies, nourish our souls, and 

strengthen our bonds. And today, those moments 

together are more important than ever before.

Making a meal doesn’t have to be hard. 

That’s why we exist—to support you in the kitchen. 

Our long‑lasting products, tips, and recipes 

are designed for you and the way you cook. 

The most powerful moments of the day happen 

between bites. With Pampered Chef, it’s easier to 

make meals you can enjoy with your loved ones.  

Let’s Get Cooking

Doris Christopher
Founder & Chairman

“ I’ve always believed that mealtime is where 

relationships are formed and strengthened. And that’s 

where Pampered Chef steps in as a resource and 

supportive voice. Providing tools, tips, and encouragement 

that help people create meals for their loved ones is  

a high calling that I’m incredibly proud of. ”
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At your Pampered Chef party, you’ll find ways to simplify 
cooking with high-quality products, kitchen hacks, recipes, 

and a product expert. In every experience, you’ll get:

Party With Us

Live Events
Join others to learn 

easy recipes and tips.

Curated Content
Find products and 
recipes to help you  

in the kitchen.

On-Demand Videos
Learn about the products 

and see them in action.

Ask your consultant about partying with our award-winning platform.
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As a host, you can choose how you get  
rewarded—and you’ll never pay full price!*

Party Your Way

  *Host rewards begin with $200 in guest sales. 
** Based on average 2022 host redemption of offers, discounts, half-price products, and free product rewards. Applies to host rewards parties and wedding showers only.  

Excludes any host orders submitted with zero products. 

Wedding Showers

Host Rewards 
You get the perks! The average host 

gets $315 in product rewards.**

Fundraisers
Support a worthy cause: We’ll donate 

a percent of the total sales to the 
organization you choose.

The rewards go to the happy couple! 
They’ll start their new life together  

with a well-stocked kitchen.

See the back cover for details.

See p. 52 for more ways to support a cause close to our heart.

See p. 52 for more information.
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K I T C H E N  T O O L S

From cutting and 
prepping to stirring  
and storing, these tools 
are the timesaving 
helping hands you  
need every day.

Prep Essentials 
P. 18–19

Cleaning
P. 19

Utensils
P. 16–17

Bowls &  
Measuring
P. 14–15

Specialty 
Cutting 
Tools
P. 8–9

Graters & 
Wedgers
P. 7

Knives &  
Cutting Boards
P. 10–11

Storage
P. 12–13
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Scan to see the Adjustable 
Graters in action!

D

H
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E

Graters & Wedgers
Adjustable Graters 
Sharp blades grate cheese and veggies or zest fruit, while the 
soft-grip handles help you prep comfortably. Use over a cutting 
board or extended over a bowl. Each tool has nonskid feet for 
steady prepping, a food holder that keeps your fingers away 
from the blades, and a protective cover.

 A.   Adjustable Coarse Grater 
#100481   $40     

 B.  Adjustable Double Grater 
Finely or extra coarsely grate ingredients. Includes a 2-cup 
(500-mL)	food	container	with	measurement markings.	 
#100472   $55     

 C.  Adjustable Zester 
#100482   $30     

 D.  Corer 
The sharp stainless steel teeth pierce fruit to the core. Twist 
the handle to remove the core and pull up for easy release. 
Great for prepping fruit for pies and dehydrating, and for 
removing	cupcake	centers	for filling. 
#100267   $18    

 E.  Cherry & Olive Pitter 
Quickly pit four cherries or olives without bruising them.  
The clear compartment catches pits and juice. Includes an  
insert for pitting small olives. Locks for storage. 
#100353   $25    

 F.  Stone-Fruit Wedger 
Slice peaches, nectarines, plums, and more into 
12 uniform wedges	for	snacking	and	even	cooking!	The	 
stainless steel blades easily cut through the fruit,  
while the serrated center blade separates the pit.  
Fits	foods	up	to	3½" (9-cm) diameter. 
#100834   $30    

 G.  Apple Wedger  
Core	and	cut	10 uniform	wedges	of	apples	or	pears.	
Stainless	steel	blades.	Includes	a	storage cover.	
3½" (9-cm)	cutting	diameter. 
#2427   $22    

 H.  Pineapple Wedger 
Core,	halve,	and	peel	most	pineapples	in	one	easy	step!	
Use for pears, cucumbers, and zucchini, too. Includes a 
storage	cover.	9"	(23	cm). 
#2416   $25    

 I.  Veggie Wedger 
Slice fruits and veggies into 6 uniform wedges for even 
cooking	and	air	frying!	The	serrated	blades	meet	in	the	
center to start cutting, and the ergonomic handles make 
it easy to slice through potatoes, tomatoes, onions, 
citrus, and	more. 
#100727   $32    

Also Shown:  
Salt & Vinegar Seasoning (p. 51) 

A

B

C

I

Apple 
Wedger

Smoky 
Applewood Rub 

(p. 51)

Sweet & Smoky 
Apple Slices

Perfect Pair

=
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Scan to see  
the Cup Slicer  

in action!

Specialty Cutting Tools
 A.   Cup Slicer 

Enjoy	a	fresh	snack	fast!	Place	soft	fruits	or	vegetables	
on a cutting board and press down to quickly fill the cup 
with fresh slices. Pour your slices into a bowl for easy 
snacking or add to salads, stir-fries, and more. Includes a 
blade cover. 
#100860   $25    

 B.  Quick Slice  
Cut soft fruit and veggies into even slices without 
squishing. Great for avocados, firm tomatoes, fresh 
mozzarella, hard-boiled eggs, strawberries, and 
mushrooms.	8¼"	x	5½"	(21 cm x 14 cm). 
#1181   $45    

 C.  Simple Slicer 
Slide fruits and veggies back and forth for even slices. Use 
it over a bowl or cutting board. Blade adjusts to 1⁄16" (2 mm),	
1⁄8" (3 mm), and 3⁄16" (5	mm).	Safety	lock	keeps	blades	
covered for storage.  
#1099   $44    

 D.  Cut-N-Seal® 
Make crust-free pocket sandwiches, appetizers, pastries, 
and tarts. Just rock it back and forth to cut and	seal!	The	
square shape means less waste, and the open top helps 
you remove finished sandwiches. 
#100130   $14.50    

 E.  Kernel Cutter  
Easily slice through corn husks, then quickly remove 
kernels from the cob. Includes a cover.  
#1114   $15    

 F.  Avocado Tool 
Quickly and easily cut through avocado skin, remove the 
pit, and slice or scoop out the good stuff. Comfortable 
handle	and	compact design.	 
#100355   $18     

Also Shown:  
Bar Board (p. 11) 
Bento Lunch Box (p. 13) 
Microwave Grip Set (p. 18)
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Scan to see the  
Rapid-Prep Mandoline 

in action!

JI

 G.  Food Chopper 
Cut	onions	without	the	tears!	The	durable,	rotating	
stainless steel blades chop fruits, veggies, nuts, and 
cooked meat in seconds. Chop small food in the cap. 
9¼" (23.5	cm)	tall. 
#2585   $45    

 H.   Rapid-Prep Mandoline 
The fastest, safest way to create restaurant-quality 
slices, dices, julienne, and fry cuts. Multiple settings 
and thicknesses offer a wide variety of shapes and sizes. 
Stainless steel blade cuts quickly and evenly. Collapses 
for	storage.	Includes	a	Dual-Sided	Cleaning	Brush	(p.	19).	
13" (33	cm)	tall. 
#100351   $70    

 I.  Salad Cutting Bowl Set 
Keep your salads fresh and crisp on the go. All the pieces  
snap together, so it’s easy to take anywhere. When you’re 
ready to eat, use the colander as a cutting guide. Includes 
the	Salad	Cutting	Bowl,	Coated	Chef’s	Knife	(p. 11),	and	a	
snap-together spoon and fork. 
#100923   $45    

   Salad Cutting Bowl 
Includes	a	lid,	condiment	container,	cutting platform	with	
compartments, colander, and bowl.  
#100086   $25    

 J.   Manual Food Processor 
The more you pump, the finer it chops. Features a 
handle lock,	measure	marks,	nonskid	base,	and	storage	
lid.	3	cups	(700 mL).	 
#2593   $65      Select Parts 

 K.  Close & Cut Set 
Butterfly chicken breasts for quick cooking and portion 
control, and cut seedless grapes, cherry tomatoes, and 
food	up	to	1½" (4-cm)	thick	in	seconds.	The	angled	plate	
keeps food in place and the finger guard protects hands. 
Includes the Close & Cut (not sold separately) and Coated 
Chef’s	Knife	(p. 11). 
#100922   $49.50      Close & Cut 

K

G

H
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Fully Forged Cutlery
•  Superior Cutting: Each knife is finely crafted 

from a single piece of fully forged, high-carbon 
German steel. 

•  Strength & Balance: A full tang and special 
bolster evenly distribute weight and keep the 
knives balanced.

•   Made to Last: Guaranteed for life.
•  Comfortable Control: The durable pakkawood  

handles give you control and ensure a  
comfortable grip. 

•   Storage Covers: Protects knives and safe  
for storage.

Knife Set    
Includes A–D, plus a Knife Block, Honing Tool, 8" (20-cm) 
Bread	Knife,	5" (13-cm) Tomato	Knife,	and	3"	(7.5-cm)	Paring	
Knife	(not	sold separately).	 
#1609   $379.50   Knives & Shears ; Block & Honing Tool 
 A.  Kitchen Shears 

Trim meat, cut bones, and snip herbs. Stainless steel 
blades	come	apart	for cleaning. 
#1593   $36    

 B.  8" (20-cm) Chef’s Knife 
Makes quick work of chopping, slicing, dicing, and mincing. 
Curved blade for rocking back and forth on a cutting board. 
#1575   $94.50   

 C.  5" (13-cm) Santoku Knife 
Perfect for thin, precise slices and designed to prevent food 
from sticking while cutting. 
#1577   $69.50   

 D.  5" (13-cm) Utility Knife 
Use for everything from slicing fruit to trimming meat and 
poultry.	Easy	to	maneuver	around	whatever	you’re cutting. 
#1576   $49.50   

 E.  Steak Knife Set 
The serrated tips effortlessly cut through meat.  
Includes four knives and a wood storage case with 
magnetic	closure.	4½"	(12-cm)	blades. 
#1581   $139   Knives ; Case 

Hearing  
Wedding Bells? 
Shower the happy couple with 

kitchen essentials that last a lifetime.
Ask your consultant  

for details!

A
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C

D

E
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Coated Knife Set 
Sharp stainless blades with a nonstick silicone coating.  
Includes F–K. Includes covers. 
#100837   $118 $99    
 F.  Coated Bread Knife   

8" (20	cm). 
#100752   $22    

 G.  Coated Utility Knife   
4½" (12	cm). 
#100842   $18    

 H.  Coated Tomato Knife 
4½" (12	cm).	Serrated. 
#100841   $18    

 I.  Coated Paring Knife 
2¾" (7 cm). 
#100839   $15    

 J.   Coated Chef’s Knife 
7" (18	cm). 
#100838   $23    

 K.  Coated Santoku Knife 
5" (13	cm). 
#100840   $22    

 L.  Coated Steak Knife Set 
Includes	four	4¾"	(12.5-cm)	serrated	steak	knives	
with covers.	 
#100750   $49.50    

Cutting Boards  
Keep knives from getting dull. Edges grip countertops. Standard 
and	metric	measurements.	High-density polypropylene.

 M.   Cutting Board 
9"	x	13"	(23	cm	x	33	cm). 
#1012   $22    

 N.  Bar Board 
6½" x 8" (17 cm x 20 cm). 
#1001   $14.50    

 O.  Large Grooved 
Cutting Board 
One side is grooved to 
catch juices. 12" x 18" 
(30 cm x 46	cm). 
#1023   $35    

 P.   Serrated Nylon Knife 
Use this multifunctional tool to strip and cut herbs or  
baked goods easily. The herb-stripping holes separate 
greens from stems, and the serrated nylon blade won’t 
scratch cookware or tear greens. 12" (30 cm). 
#101124   $12    

 Q.  Nylon Knife 
Glides through brownies, cakes, and bars without tearing. 
Won’t	scratch	metal,	nonstick,	or	stoneware surfaces. 
#1169   $10    

 

 R.  Flexible Cutting Mat Set 
Great for new cooks and light prepping. Set of three mats 
with handy information like knife skills, prep techniques, 
and measuring guides. 11" x 15" (28 cm x 38 cm). 
#1519   $22    

	S.		Kitchen	Paring	Knife Set 
Perfect for small tasks. Set of three.  
#100035   $13    

   Kitchen Paring Knife    
In blue. 2¾" (7-cm) blade. 
#100034   $7.50    

 T.  Spreading Knife Set 
Spread soft condiments easily with these elegant spreading 
knives.	Set	of	three.	7½"	(19	cm). 
#100909   $15    

 U.  My Safe Cutter 
The blade has a rounded point and  
dull serration that’s still sharp enough to  
cut	food.	Stainless steel. 
#100491   $7    

The pointed tip 
gets into every 

corner of bread 
and crackers.
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Scan to see the 
Prep & Store System  

in action!

Healthy after-school 
snacks are ready to go 
when the kids get home.

Fits in your fridge  
like a 12-pack of soda.

 A.  Prep & Store System 
This complete food prep system is perfect for planning and prepping ahead, and managing 
your fridge. Includes B–C. 
#100929   $188 $180    

 B.  Prep Board 
Prep	ahead	and	keep	your	counters	mess-free.	Includes	a	12"	x	16¼"	(30-cm	x	41-cm)	
cutting	board,	two	wire	racks,	and	two 5-cup	(1.2-L)	prep	containers. 
#101143   $89    

 C.  Store & Serve 
Store,	serve,	and	keep	your	fridge	organized.	Includes	a	15½"	x	7¼"	(39-cm	x	18.5-cm)	
tray with handles, two cooling inserts, three 5-cup (1.2-L) prep containers, three container 
dividers,	and	three	drain trays	that	snap	under	the	lids	when	you’re	not	using	them. 
#100906   $99    

Also Shown:  
Coated Chef’s Knife (p. 11)

The Ultimate Meal Prep System
Tackle meals on busy weeknights with the Prep & 
Store System. It helps you prep, store, and serve more 
efficiently, so you can save time when you need it.
•  Cool Factor: The cooling inserts keep food cold for up to 2 hours 

refrigerated, which is great for prepping or snacking. Frozen, the 
inserts keep food cool for up to 4–6 hours—perfect for serving meals 
and entertaining.

•  Keep It Fresh: The drain trays keep food out of liquid, and the vented lids 
help create the ideal environment for produce, so your fruits and veggies 
stay fresh for a long time.

•  Prep Like a Pro: The durable cutting board with racks lets prep 
containers hang over the counter, keeping your space organized 
and mess-free. Slide your scraps into one container and your prepped 
ingredients into a separate one.

•  Easy Cleanup: All the pieces fit in the dishwasher!

A

B

C
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Scan to see the  
Bento Lunch Box 
in action!

No more spills! The super-strong 
leakproof zippers stay sealed whether 

you’re cooking or on the go.

I

E

HG

J

Storage
 D.  Reusable Storage Bag Set 

Take	meals	and	snacks	with	you	on	the	go!	Each	silicone	bag	has	a	clear	window	and	a	
leakproof zipper, so you can see and seal whatever’s inside. They’re perfect for sous vide 
cooking. Microwave-, oven-, and freezer-safe. Includes a Small Reusable Storage Bag, 
Medium Reusable Storage Bag, Medium Reusable Sandwich Bag, and Large Reusable 
Storage	Bag	(p.	59). 
#100486   $68 $60    

 E.  Herb Prep Set 
Add	fresh	flavor	to	everything!	Includes	the	Herb	Mill,	Herb	Keeper,	and	Herb	Stripper	 
(not sold separately). The removable insert in the Herb Keeper lets you store hearty and 
delicate herbs at the same time. 
#100224   $62    
Herb Mill ; Herb Keeper & Herb Stripper 

 F.   Twixit!® Clip Set 
Now	in	new	colors!	Close	bags	to	store	in	the	freezer,	heat	in	the	microwave,	or	boil	in	 
water.	Set	of	10:	2	giant,	4 large,	and	4	small.		 
#100843   $13    

 G.  Bag Clip & Slicer Set 
Avoid the struggle of opening chip bags with this tool that lets you slice and  
store—all in one.  
#100836   $10   

 H.  Cut & Store Containers 
They’re	containers	and	cutting	boards	in	one!	Use	the	lids	to	prep	and	serve,	then	store	
leftovers	in	the	container.	Each	container	holds	up	to	4	cups	(1	L).	Nest	for	storage.	
Freezer-safe. Includes two containers with lids. 
#100677   $30    

 I.   Leakproof Glass Container Set 
Organize ingredients, store leftovers, and reheat. Airtight seals have snap-lock lids. 
Microwave-,	oven-,	and	freezer-safe.	Set	of	three:	3	cups	(750 mL),	5¼ cups	(1.2	L),	and	
8¼ cups	(1.9	L). 
#100223   $57    

 J.  Bento Lunch Box 
Great	for	meals	on	the	go!	Includes	a	3½-cup	(875-mL)	open	tray,	a	divided	tray	with	
1½-cup (375-mL) wells, two leak-resistant lids, and a band to keep everything together. 
Microwave-safe. 
#100745   $30      Select	Parts 

D

F
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Bowls & Colanders
 A.  Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl Set 

Silicone bottoms and padded thumb holes keep the 
bowls steady while mixing. Interior measure marks  
and pour spouts add convenience. Freezer-safe.  
Nest	for	storage.	Set	of	three:	2 qts. (2 L),	4	qts.	(4	L),	
and 6 qts. (6 L). Lids included.  
#1735   $109    

Plastic Mixing Bowl Set 
Mix	up	your	favorite	treats!	The	large	bowls	are	great	for	
using an immersion blender or hand mixer. The wide lips 
let you pour easily and hold the bowls from any angle. 
Nonslip rings keep the bowls in place. Microwave-safe. 
Includes B–C, and a 3-qt. (2.8-L) Plastic Mixing Bowl (not 
sold separately). 
#100726   $66    
 B.  4-qt. (3.8-L) Plastic Mixing Bowl 

#100471   $27     
 C.  2-qt. (1.9-L) Plastic Mixing Bowl 

#100753   $17    

Batter Bowls 
Mix, bake, store, and reheat in these heavy-duty tempered glass 
bowls. Standard and metric measure markings. Microwave- and 
freezer-safe.	Bowls	are	oven-safe	to	350°F	(180°C).	Lids included.

 H.   Classic Batter Bowl 
2 qts. (2 L).  
#2431   $23     

 I.  Small Batter Bowl 
1 qt. (1 L).  
#2432   $17    

Stainless Steel Colander Set 
Quickly rinse fruits and vegetables or drain cooked pasta. Handles 
let you shake off excess water, while the foot ring protects surfaces 
from	scratches.	Nest	for	storage.	Includes J–K. 
#101101   $85 $80    
 J.  5-qt.	(4.7-L)	Stainless	Steel Colander 

#100692   $45    
 K.  2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Stainless Steel Colander 

#100912   $40    

 L.  Stainless Steel Mesh Colander Set 
The durable frames hold up to heavy food, and the bases  
keep them elevated in the sink, so liquids drain faster.  
Set	of	three:	8" (20	cm),	10" (25 cm),	and	11"	(28 cm).	 
Nest for storage. 
#2797   $42    

Prep Bowl Sets 
Prep ingredients, store leftovers, melt butter, and even  
make mini cakes with these tempered glass bowls.  
Microwave- and freezer-safe. Bowls are oven-safe to  
350°F	(180°C).	Lids included.

 D.  3-cup (750-mL) Prep Bowl Set    
Set of two.  
#1743   $22    

 E.  2-cup (500-mL) Prep Bowl Set    
Set of two.  
#1742   $18     

 F.  1-cup (250-mL) Prep Bowl Set    
Set of six. 
#1825   $25    

 G.  Silicone Prep Bowl Set 
Easily measure and pour into small spaces. Set of three 
bowls with lids: 1 cup (250 mL), 2 cups (500 mL), and 
3 cups	(750	mL).	Nest	for	storage.	Bowls	are	microwave-,	
freezer-,	and	oven-safe	to	400°F	(200°C).	Lids	are	
freezer-safe. 
#1751   $27.50    
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Measuring Tools
	M.		Easy-Read	Measuring Cup Set	 

The cups are angled, so you can read interior 
measurements without stooping or bending. Standard  
and metric. Microwave-safe. Set of four: ¼ cup, 1 cup, 
2 cups,	and	4 cups	(60 mL,	250	mL,	500	mL,	and	1	L). 
#100193   $36    

 Stainless Steel Measuring Scoop Set 
Get the perfect scoop every time with these stainless steel 
measuring scoops that come in two sizes and can stay stored 
inside containers or nested together. Includes N–O. 
#101149   $30     
 N.  Stainless Steel Measuring Scoop 

Measures	up	to	3	tbsp	(45	mL),	with	markings	for	1	tsp,	
2 tsp,	1	tbsp,	and	2	tbsp	(5	mL,	10	mL,	15	mL,	and	30	mL). 
#100725   $10    

 O.   Large Stainless Steel Measuring Scoop 
Measures up to 1 cup (250 mL), with markings for ¼ cup, 
1⁄3 cup, ½ cup, 2⁄3 cup, and ¾ cup (50 mL, 75 mL, 125 mL, 
150 mL, and 175 mL). 
#101126   $20    

Measure-All® Cups 
Great for measuring sticky ingredients like peanut butter,  
honey, sour cream, or mayonnaise. Use one side for liquids  
and the other for solids.

 P.  Measure-All® Cup    
2	cups	(480	mL). 
#2225   $13      Sleeve 

 Q.   Mini Measure-All® Cup 
1	cup	(240	mL). 
#2236   $9      Sleeve  

 R.   Adjustable Measuring Spoon Set  
Sliders adjust to different sizes, and create a seal  
that works for wet or dry ingredients. Set of two: ¹∕8–1 tsp 
(0.5–5 mL)	and	1 tsp–1 tbsp	(5–15 mL). 
#2258   $12    

Measuring Sets 
They nest and snap together for compact storage.  
Flat bottoms for easy measuring. 

 S.  Measuring Cup Set 
Includes	a	leveler	and	six	sizes:	¼,	¹⁄³,	½,	²⁄³,	¾,	and	1 cup	
(50,	75,	125,	150,	175,	and	250 mL).	Microwave-safe. 
#2257   $20    

 T.  Measuring Spoon Set 
Set of six: ¹∕8 tsp,	¼ tsp,	½ tsp,	1 tsp,	½ tbsp,	and	1 tbsp	
(0.5,	1,	2,	5,	7,	and 15 mL). 
#2308   $13    

M
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The nylon core 
(G–L) gives you 

sturdy, reliable 
support for making 

any recipe.

The stainless 
steel core (A–F) 
provides	flexibility	
and the beveled 
edge lets you slide 
under food.

Utensils
Silicone Utensils 
Each utensil has an ergonomic soft-touch handle and a 
slip-resistant silicone design that keeps food from sliding. 
Nonstick-safe.
Silicone Utensil Set   Includes A, D, and L. 
#100807   $48 $43.50    
	 A.		Silicone	Slotted Turner 

#100679   $16    
 B.  Silicone Turner  

#100689   $16    
	 C.		Small	Silicone Spatula	 

#100688   $16    
	D.			Silicone	Angled Turner 

#100680   $16    
 E.   Silicone Egg Turner  

#100728   $16    
	 F.			Silicone	Fish Spatula	 

#100686   $16    
 G.  Silicone Spoon  

#100684   $16    
	H.		Silicone	Scoop	&	Serve Spatula 

#100687   $16    

 I.  Mix ‘N Chop® Spatula  
The curved head chops and crumbles ground beef, 
tomatoes, and scrambled eggs as they cook. The holes 
drain grease as you scoop and serve. 
#100676   $18    

	 J.		Silicone	Straining Ladle 
#100682   $16    

 K.  Silicone Pasta Fork  
#100683   $16    

	 L.		Silicone	Slotted Spoon 
#100685   $16    

 M.  Scoop ‘N Drain  
The long handle keeps hands safe when boiling 
and blanching. 
#1622   $16    

 N.   Mix ‘N Chop® 
The beveled pinwheel blades chop and crumble food quickly. 
#2583   $16    

 O.  Slice ‘N Serve® 
Cut, lift, and serve. Serrated stainless steel blade. 
Includes a cover. 
#1166   $16    

 P.  Large Serving Spatula 
The beveled edges are perfect for removing the first slice 
cake	or	pizza.	Stainless	steel blade.	 
#2626   $18     

 Q.  Mini Serving Spatula 
Use the blade’s width as a guide for cutting food into 
portions.	Stainless steel blade. 
#2622   $10    

 R.  Whisk Tongs 
Whisk, toss, grab, flip, and serve with this versatile tool. 
The adjustable handle lets you switch between the whisk  
or tong position—and save space when storing.  
#100913   $25    

A
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Also Shown:  
12" (30-cm) Stainless Steel Nonstick Skillet (p. 23) 
8-qt. (7.6-L) Brilliance Nonstick Stock Pot (p. 21)
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Tongs 
Designed for compact storage and safe to use in 
any cookware, including	nonstick.
Tongs Set   Includes S–U. 
#100535   $64    
 S.  Saute Tongs 

#2956   $17    
 T.  Pasta Tongs  

#100359   $26    
 U.   Small Chef’s Tongs 

#2957   $21    
 V.   Large Chef’s Tongs 

#2955   $26    
 W.   Spatula Tongs  

Grip burgers and quesadillas.  
#100835   $26    

Whisk Set   Includes X–Y. 
#100536   $29       
 X.   Stainless Steel Whisk 

Sturdy and rust-resistant. 
#2475   $16    

 Y.  Stainless Steel Mini Whisk 
Perfect	for	eggs,	sauces,	batters,	and vinaigrettes. 
#2477   $13    

 Z.  Potato Masher 
Won’t	get	stuck	in	the	drawer!	Folds	flat.	Stainless	steel. 
#100268   $20    

 AA.  Spider Strainer  
Safely scoop and strain crispy and delicate food from 
liquids. The long, soft-grip handle keeps your hand safe. 
#100694   $20    

 BB.  Stainless	Steel	Egg Separator  
The silicone tip and handle help it fit securely on both 
small and	large	bowls.	Folds	for	storage.	 
#100678   $20    

 CC.  Sauce Whisk  
Make sauce, roux, and dressing. The angled silicone head 
and	handle	get into edges.	 
#100483   $18    

	DD.		Stainless	Steel	Mini Whipper	 
Mix	in	a	glass	or	tall container. 
#2635   $9    

Classic Scrapers 
The silicone heads are fused right to the handles and won’t 
burn, melt, or stain.
Scraper Set   Includes EE–GG. 
#100537   $34.50      
 EE.  Classic Scraper 

#1650   $14.50    
 FF.  Skinny Scraper 

#1655   $11    
 GG.  Mini Skinny Scraper  

#1704   $9    
 HH.   Mini Mix ‘N Scraper® 

#1656   $12    
 II.  Small Mix ‘N Scraper® 

#1659   $15    
 JJ.   Mix ‘N Scraper® 

#1657   $18    

 KK. Stainless Steel Rotating  
Utensil Holder 
Removable center and  
spoon rest. 
#2013   $39       
Select Parts 
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Scan to see the  
Whisk Tongs 

in action!
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Prep Essentials
 A.  Nesting Silicone Trivets 

Set of three. Large size is 10¼" (25.5 cm). 
#100366   $37    

 B.  Mini Oven Mitts    
Protect your hands (without extra bulk) when you’re using 
the microwave or small appliances. Raised bumps give you 
a secure grip. Set of two. 
#100176   $17    

 C.  Microwave Grip Set 
Raised bumps give you a secure grip. Set of two. 
#100201   $10    

 D.  Silicone Oven Mitt Set 
Waterproof. Cotton/polyester lining. Set of two. 
Machine washable. 
#100198   $39.50   

 E.  Garlic Prep Tool 
Add different levels of garlic flavor to recipes with this 
all-in-one tool. Slice, dice, paste, and even peel garlic 
without dirtying your hands. Includes a cleaning brush. 
#100908   $34    

 F.   Garlic Press 
Press even large cloves without peeling for garlic-free 
fingers.	Use	it	for	ginger	and	horseradish,	too. Includes	a	
cleaning tool. 
#2576   $24.50    

 G.  Citrus Juicer & Zester  
Get the most out of your fruit. The large reamer juices 
citrus easily, even grapefruit, while straining seeds and 
minimizing pulp. Plus, get zest with one swipe. Features 
measure	markings	and	a	nonskid	base.	2¼ cups	(530	mL). 
#100361   $25    

 H.   Citrus Press 
Easily squeeze every last drop of juice from lemons, limes, 
and small oranges. Coated cast aluminum. Rust-resistant. 
#2595   $23    

 I.  Quick Shred 
Easily lifts up to 25 lbs. (11 kg) and shreds meat. The tines 
double as a cutting guide. Magnetic handles for storage.  
#100122   $29.50     

 J.   Salad Chopper  
Chop salad, veggies, chicken, and other meat right in 
a bowl. Titanium-coated stainless steel blades lock for 
safety and storage. 
#2582   $39.50    

 K.  Smooth-Edge Can Opener 
No	sharp	edges!	The	claw	removes	lids,	so	your	hands	
stay clean. 
#2759   $29.50   
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Also Shown:  
Measure, Mix & Pour®	(p.	42) 
Salt	&	Pepper	Grinder	Set	(p.	43) 
12" (30-cm) Cast Iron Skillet (p. 25) 
Silicone Fish Spatula (p. 16)

Scan to see the  
Garlic Prep Tool  
in action!
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Cleaning
  Kitchen Cleaning Set 
Clean every corner of your cookware and kitchen. Includes R–U. 
#101154   $53 $50   
 R.   Easy Clean Kitchen Brush 

Clean deep pots and hand-wash-only cookware with this 
long-handled brush. Durable bristles and a dual-edge 
scraper remove baked on food while keeping your cookware 
as good as new. 12½" (31 cm). 
#101121   $15    

 S.   Easy Clean Bottle Brush 
Clean inside pitchers, bottles, and vases with this 
long-handled angled brush. Soft bristles help with 
delicate cleaning	and	hard	bristles	give	you	a	firmer	 
scrub.	14" (35 cm). 
#101123   $15    

 T.  Utensil Scrubber 
This dual-sided scrubber with offset bristles makes cleaning 
safe and easy. Use it closed to clean knives and other sharp 
utensils, or flat to clean cookware and more. 
#100751   $15    

 U.  Dual-Sided Cleaning Brush 
Cleans	tight	spots.	Gray.	7½"	(19	cm). 
#100832   $8    

 L.  Micro-Cooker® Set 
Cook vegetables, rice, pasta, heat soup, melt butter  
and chocolate, and heat leftovers. Includes 3-qt. (3-L) 
Micro-Cooker® Plus (not sold separately), 2-qt. (2-L) 
Micro-Cooker®, and 1-qt. (1-L) Micro-Cooker®	(p.	59). 
#100041   $49.50    

	M.		Instant-Read	Food Thermometer 
The probe folds flat for storage. Use the 2¾" (7-cm) 
removable probe with 3' (1-m) cord for the oven or grill. 
Has a bottle opener, belt clip, and magnet. Fahrenheit or 
Celsius display. 
#100121   $52   

 N.  Funnels With Strainer 
Easily move thick liquids and dry ingredients into any 
container. Use the removable strainer to filter solids out of 
liquids, or to remove seeds from juice. Nests for storage. 
Includes	three	sizes:	3"	(7.5	cm),	3¾"	(9.5	cm),	and	
4½" (12	cm). 
#100911   $10    

 O.  Ceramic Egg Cooker 
In no time, make eggs, omelets, and instant oatmeal that 
won’t boil over. 2 cups (500 mL). 
#1529   $19.50    

 P.  Oil & Vinegar Dispenser 
Add oil or vinegar to recipes with precision. The pump top 
lets	you	measure	the amount.	1	cup	(250	mL). 
#100670   $35      Select Parts 

 Q.  Kitchen Spritzer 
Add	a	light	coating	of	oil	to	salads,	meat,	fish,	and	veggies,	
or	spray	pans	to	prevent	sticking.	The	clear	refillable	plastic	
bottle	includes	a	filter	to	create	infused	oils.	3.5	oz.	(100	mL). 
#100475   $30      Select Parts 
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C O O K WA R E

No kitchen is complete 
without cookware. Our 
collections include a variety of 
shapes, sizes, and materials 
that will take every  
meal to the next level.
→  See the cookware  

comparison on p. 54!

Brilliance Nonstick
P. 21

Stainless Steel 
Nonstick
P. 23

Cast Iron
P. 25

Enameled Cast Iron
P. 24

Signature 
Nonstick 
P. 22

Rockcrok®

P. 26

Hearing  
Wedding Bells? 
Shower the happy couple with 

kitchen essentials that last a lifetime.
Ask your consultant  

for details!
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5-Piece Brilliance Nonstick Cookware Set 
Includes A, E, and G, plus three cookware protectors. 
#100772   $375    
Cookware & Lids ; Protectors 

2-Piece Brilliance Nonstick Cookware Set 
Includes B and G.    
#100773   $160    

 A.  5-qt. (4.7-L) Brilliance Nonstick Saute Pan 
Easily cook four large chicken breasts and make one-pot 
meals for the whole family. 11" (28-cm) diameter. 
#100732   $165     

 B.  10" (25-cm) Brilliance Nonstick Fry Pan 
The perfect size for couples and small families. The 
flared edges make it easy to remove food. 
#100731   $95    

 C.  8-qt. (7.6-L) Brilliance Nonstick Stock Pot 
Ideal	for	big	batches	of	pasta,	soup,	stew,	and chili.	 
#100735   $185    

	D.		12"	(30-cm)	Brilliance	Nonstick	Weeknight Skillet 
Sear, saute, and cook food for the whole family in this  
high-walled,	bowl-shaped	pan.	4-qt.	(3.8-L)	capacity.	 
#100897   $165    

 E.  4-qt. (3.8-L) Brilliance Nonstick Sauce Pan 
Perfect for mac & cheese, soup, rice, and veggies.  
The pour spout and straining lid make cooking easier  
and keep your stovetop clean.  
#100734   $145     

 F.  2-qt. (1.9-L) Brilliance Nonstick Sauce Pan 
It’s the pan you’ll reach for when you want to make sauces, 
melt butter, or reheat soup. The pour spout and straining 
lid make cooking easier and keep your stovetop clean. 
#100733   $110    

 G.  8.5" (21-cm) Brilliance Nonstick Fry Pan 
Your new go-to pan for eggs and smaller servings. The 
flared edges make it easy to remove food. 
#100730   $65    

  Silicone Handle Protector Set 
These silicone ribbed pan handle protectors keep your hands safe. 
Includes H–I. 
#101155   $22 $20    
 H.  Brilliance Pan Handle Protector 

Protect hands from hot pan handles. Heat-resistant to 
450°F	(230°C).	Fits	all	Brilliance	Nonstick	Cookware	with	
long handles. 
#100927   $12    

 I.  Silicone Helper Handle Protectors 
Get a safe, comfortable grip on hot pans and lids. The ribbed 
design	protects	your	hands.	Heat-resistant	to	450°F	(230°C).	
Fits most Pampered Chef cookware. Set of two.  
#100820   $10    

The sauce pan lids have 
straining holes, so you 
don’t need a colander!

Brilliance Nonstick Cookware
•  Form Meets Function: This cookware was designed to look 

great in every kitchen—and to have the features you want 
when you’re cooking.

•  Layers to Love: These pots and pans are designed to heat 
quickly and evenly, so you get great results every time. 

•  Coated With Quality: The high-quality coating lets you  
cook with less fat or oil. Because nothing sticks inside  
or out, they clean like a dream. And, they’re made  
without PFOA.

•  Where to Cook: They’re heat-safe to 480°F (250°C)  
and the tempered-glass lids are heat-safe to  
400°F (200°C). You can even use them on 
induction cooktops! 

    

Cook Brilliantly
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Scan to see  
Brilliance cookware  

in action!
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I

Scan to learn  
more about our  

nonstick cookware.
Cookware That Stacks Up
Signature Nonstick Cookware
•  Save Space: The removable, interchangeable handles save space  

in the oven and dishwasher.
•  Tough Coating: They’re titanium-reinforced and four-layer-coated, so you can 

even use them with metal utensils. Plus, they’re made without PFOA. 
•  Easy Cleanup: They’re dishwasher-safe, so cleanup is a breeze. And since there 

are no interior rivets, there’s nowhere for residue to collect or rust to form.
•  Guaranteed for Life: We stand behind the quality of our nonstick cookware.
•  Where to Cook: The pans are heat-safe to 480°F (250°C) and  

the tempered-glass lids are heat-safe to 400°F (200°C).  

   

 A.  Signature Nonstick Grill Pan & Press Set 
Grill on your stovetop any time of year. Has a removable 
handle. Includes the Signature Nonstick Grill Pan (not 
sold separately) and Cast Iron Grill Press (p. 25). Pan is 
11½" (29	cm). 
#100891   $245   Select	Parts     Pan & Press ; Handle 

 B.  Signature Nonstick Double Burner Grill &  
Grill Press Set 
Large enough to grill six steaks or eight burgers at a  
time. High sides keep splatters contained. Includes  
the Signature Nonstick Double Burner Grill (not sold 
separately) and two Cast Iron Grill Presses (p. 25).  
Pan	is	20½"	x	10½"	(52 cm	x	26	cm). 
#100890   $325      Select	Parts   

 C.  8" (20-cm) Signature Nonstick Fry Pan 
The perfect size for smaller households and servings. 
Includes a removable handle. 
#2729   $80      Pan ; Removable Handle 

 D.  10" (25-cm) Signature Nonstick Fry Pan 
Brown, fry, and saute in one pan. Includes a 
removable handle. 
#2734   $120      Pan ; Removable Handle 

 E.  2-qt. (1.9-L) Signature Nonstick Sauce Pan 
Perfect for cooking soup, sauce, and fresh veggies.  
Includes a lid and removable handle.  
#2735   $130      Pan ; Removable Handle 

 F.  5.25-qt. (5-L) Signature Nonstick Stock Pot 
The generous size is perfect for big batches of soup, stew, 
stock, sauce, and chili. Includes a lid. 
#2736   $180     

 G.  12" (30-cm) Signature Nonstick Skillet 
This will be your go-to pan for family-sized meals. Includes 
a lid and removable handle.	4¼	qts.	(4	L).	 
#2737   $200      Pan ; Removable Handle 

 H.  Signature Nonstick Saute & Steam Pan 
Steam, fry, saute, or bake. The removable handle and helper 
handle let you move the pan while it’s hot. Includes a lid 
and collapsible silicone steamer basket that doubles as a 
trivet.	20½"	x	14¼"	x	6"	(52	cm	x	36	cm	x	15	cm). 
#100368   $245     
Pan ; Removable Handle ; Steamer & Helper Handle  

 I.  Splatter Screen 
Protect yourself and your stovetop. It’s hinged in the 
center, so you can take a peek and turn food without 
removing. Fits 10–12" (25–30-cm) pans. Stainless steel. 
Silicone-covered handles.  
#2407   $27     
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RECIPE YOU’LL LOVE

One-Pot Sausage & Kale Pasta

→ Get it on pamperedchef.com

	 J.			10"	(25-cm)	Stainless	Steel	Nonstick Skillet 
Sear, brown, and make incredible sauces.  
Ideal for 2–3 servings and side dishes.  
Includes a lid. 2¼ qts.	(2.1	L).	 
#2087   $145    

	K.		12"	(30-cm)	Stainless	Steel	Nonstick Skillet 
It’s the perfect size for one-pot meals the whole 
family	will	love.	Includes	a	lid.	4¼	qts.	(4	L). 
#2088   $210    

 L.  Stainless Steel Nonstick Wok 
The high, bowl-shaped walls are great for sauteing 
and	stir-frying.	Includes	a	lid.	12" (30-cm)	diameter.	
5	qts.	(4.7	L). 
#100111   $240    

 M.  8.5" (22-cm) Stainless Steel Nonstick Skillet 
Great for smaller servings and delicious sides. 
Includes a lid. 1¼ qts. (1.2 L).  
#100664   $125    

Perfect Pair

Pad ThaiPad Thai Mix (p. 50) Stainless Steel 
Nonstick Wok

=

Everyday Meals, Elevated
Stainless Steel Nonstick Cookware
•  A True Hybrid: Stainless steel’s heating capabilities meet nonstick’s 

easy cleanup. The nonstick mesh coating helps you get the perfect sear 
(without the mess) and leaves fond for pan sauce and gravy.

•  Tough Coating: So strong, you can even use metal utensils.  
Plus, they’re made without PFOA.  

•  Cleanup’s a Breeze: They’re dishwasher-safe and the nonstick mesh 
grid makes them easy to clean.

•  Guaranteed for Life: We stand behind the quality of our stainless steel 
nonstick cookware.

•  Where to Cook: The pans are heat-safe to 450°F (230°C) and the 
tempered-glass lids are heat-safe to 400°F (200°C). You can even use 
them on induction cooktops! 
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Also Shown:  
Lemon Garlic Rub (p. 51)  
Black Truffle & Herb Seasoning Mix (p. 51)

Enameled Cast Iron
•  Ready to Cook: The enamel coating means these pieces don’t need 

seasoning—ever. Plus, they’re PTFE-free and made without PFOA.
•  Holds the Heat: Braise meat, bake bread, make soups and stews—and keep 

food warm for serving.
•  Oven to Table: Our pans have two handles, so they’re easy to move from the 

stove or oven to the table (and look gorgeous through it all).
•  Easy Cleanup: Every piece is dishwasher-safe. 
•  Guaranteed for Life: They’re made to be used often, loved forever, and 

passed down.
•  Where to Cook: Heat-safe to 500°F (260°C) and safe for induction cooktops.  

    

 A.  14" x 10" (35-cm x 25-cm) Enameled Cast Iron Pan  
It’s	the	perfect	size	for	special	occasions	and	everyday	meals!	The	high	sides	are	great	for	
baked pasta and casseroles. Includes a folding stainless steel rack that lets air circulate 
around	roasts	and	small turkeys. 
#100593   $199      Pan ; Rack 

 B.   Enameled Cast Iron Skillet With Lid    
The perfect combo of skillet and Dutch oven. The self-basting lid helps food retain moisture 
and flavor. Great for braising meat and sauteing veggies.  
#100594   $170     

Enameled Cast Iron Set 
Includes C–E.    
#100539   $329 $289    
	C.		6-qt.	(5.7-L)	Enameled	Cast	Iron	Dutch Oven 

Make	stew,	sauce,	or	even	bread!	The	self-basting	lid	helps	food	retain	moisture	and	flavor. 
#100249   $199     

 D.  2-qt. (2-L) Enameled Cast Iron Baker 
Ideal for vegetable casseroles and bubbly, cheesy dishes. 
#100247   $75    

 E.  1-qt. (1-L) Enameled Cast Iron Baker 
Perfect for baked dips and fruit crumbles. 
#100248   $55     

Modern Classics

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE
Lasagna Primavera | Braised Chicken | Skillet Cookie

Skirt Steak Fajitas | Truffle Burgers 

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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Cast Iron
•  Stays Hot: Gets a rich sear on meat, maintains heat for  

baking and braising, and keeps food warm for serving.
•  Two-Handle Design: Our pans are easy to move around  

and store, although they may never leave the stovetop!
•  Guaranteed for Life: They’re made to be used often, loved  

forever, and passed down. And they’re made in the USA.
•  Easy Cleanup: Each piece includes a pan scraper.
•  Ready to Use: Each piece comes preseasoned, and the seasoning gets better 

every time you use your pan. Plus, they’re PTFE-free and made without PFOA.
•  Where to Cook: Heat-safe to 650°F (343°C), and safe to use over the campfire 

or on induction cooktops. 

           

Seasoned Pros
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 F.  Cast Iron Sizzle Skillet & Wood Trivet 
Use the acacia wood board as a trivet or cheeseboard. Includes Cast Iron Sizzle Skillet and 
Wood	Trivet	(not	sold separately).	 
#100528   $125   Skillet ; Trivet  
Cast Iron Sizzle Skillet 
The shallow walls and elongated shape make it great for cooking fajitas, nachos, pancakes, 
skillet	cookies,	and	more.	16½"	(42.5	cm)	with handles.	Includes	a	pan	scraper. 
#100369   $89   

 G.   12" (30-cm) Cast Iron Skillet 
Get the perfect sear on steaks or golden, crispy crusts on baked treats. It’s big enough to 
cook four chicken breasts at a time. Includes a pan scraper. 
#100179   $70   

 H.  10" (25-cm) Cast Iron Skillet 
Just right for cornbreads and cobblers. Includes a pan scraper. 
#100178   $50   

 I.  5.5" (14-cm) Cast Iron Skillet Set 
Make individual desserts, sides, and pizzas. Set of two. Includes a pan scraper. 
#100250   $48   

 J.   12" (30-cm) Cast Iron Grill Pan Skillet    
Get rich, seared grill marks whether you’re cooking indoors or out. It’s big enough to cook 
four chicken breasts at a time. Includes a ridged pan scraper.   
#100826   $89    

 K.      Cast Iron Grill Press 
Create restaurant-quality paninis and sandwiches, press unwanted fat from meat, and keep 
your	bacon	flat.	8½" (22-cm)	diameter.	4	lbs.	(1.8	kg). 
#100828   $55   

Get the 12" (30-cm) 
Cast Iron Skillet (G) 
when you join as a  

new consultant.
Ask your consultant  

for details.

It’s in your kit!d
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Grill Pans 
•  Durable Construction: These stainless steel pans distribute heat evenly.
•  Easy to Clean: They’re dishwasher-safe, so cleanup is easy!
•  Save on Space: The pans nest together for compact storage.
•  Where to Cook: Heat-safe to 600°F (315°C).  

     
  Modular Grill Pans 
Toss	meals	on	the	grill	and	avoid	losing	food	between	the	grill	slats!	Also	great	for	oven	use.	 
The durable stainless steel removable handle helps you easily move food from the grill  
or	oven.	Includes	the	Large Grill	Pan	(A),	two	Small	Grill	Pans	(B),	and	one	 
removable	handle	(not sold separately).	 
#101112   $120    
 A.   Large Grill Pan 

8¾" x 12¾" x 2" (22.5-cm x 32-cm x 5-cm). Includes a removable handle. 
#101113   $65    

 B.   Small Grill Pan 
8¾" x 6¼" x 2" (22.5-cm x 16-cm x 5-cm). Includes a removable handle.  
Fits	in	the	Deluxe Air	Fryer. 
#101114   $45    

Scan to see the new 
Modular Grill Pans  
in action!

Baking Sheets 
•  Heavy-Gauge Steel: Combines the strength of steel with the heat 

conduction of aluminum, just like the professionals use.
•  Won’t Warp: The rolled edges and wire rims keep the pans from warping 

under the broiler.
•  Quality Coating: Prevents sticking and keeps the pans looking new.
•  Easy to Clean: They’re dishwasher-safe, so cleanup is a breeze!
•  Where to Cook: Heat-safe to 550°F (290°C). Conventional-oven-, 

convection-oven-, and broiler-safe. Freezer-safe. 

   
 C.  Cookie Sheet Set 

Includes two Cookie Sheets and a  
Mini	Nylon	Serving	Spatula	(p.	59). 
#1592   $63 $55   

   Cookie Sheet    
15" x 12" (38 cm x 30 cm). 
#1574   $28    

 D.  Half Sheet Pan    
12"	x	17"	(30.5	cm	x	43	cm). 
#1767   $35    

 E.  Large Sheet Pan    
10"	x	15½"	(39	cm	x	25	cm). 
#1771   $27    

 F.  Medium Sheet Pan    
9"	x	13"	(23	cm	x	33	cm). 
#1772   $24.50    

 G.  Half Sheet Pan & Baking Rack Set 
Includes the Half Sheet Pan (D) and 
Baking	Rack	(not	sold separately).	 
#100104   $54.50      Pan 

 H.  Modular Sheet Pans 
Add foods at different stages and season 
them separately, so everything turns 
out	right!	Includes	one	8¾" x 12¾"	
(22.5-cm x 32-cm)	pan	and	two	
6¼" x 8¾"	(16-cm	x	22.5-cm)	pans	that	
fit in the Deluxe Air Fryer. And, they nest 
in our Half Sheet Pan for easy storage. 
#100597   $42    

Rockcrok® 
Rockcrok® 4-qt. (3.8-L) Slow Cooker Set    
Includes I–J.    
#100850   $249 $215
 I.  Rockcrok® Dutch Oven 

Cook a family-sized batch of soup, pasta, or braised meat—or even a microwave cake. 
The	pot	is	heat-safe	to	752°F	(400°C)	and	the	lid	is	heat-safe	to	400°F	(200°C),	so	you	
can braise, simmer, slow cook, fry, broil, microwave, and grill—without switching pots. 
Food stays hot long after it’s done cooking, and the pot goes right from the fridge to 
the heat to the dishwasher, so you save time. The special black glaze never needs extra 
seasoning	or	care,	and	always	looks	great	for	serving.	Includes	a	glass	lid.	4	qts.	(3.8	L). 
#3140   $150    

 J.  Rockcrok® Digital Slow Cooker Stand 
Turn your Rockcrok®	Dutch	Oven	into	a	slow	cooker!	Transfer	food	from	the	oven	or	
stovetop to the stand without changing pots or pans, and keep food warm for serving.  
#100467   $99   
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The Modular Grill 
Pans fit inside the 

Modular Sheet Pans!

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE
Shrimp Grill-Fry | Skirt Steak Fajitas 

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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Pairs well with:

Garlic Bread: Com
bine 2 tbsp (30 m

L) of softened 
butter and ½

 tbsp (7 m
L) of m

ix in a bow
l. Slice 

8 oz. (225 g) of French bread in half lengthw
ise 

and place on a sheet pan. Spread the butter 
m

ixture onto the bread, and add 3 tbsp (45 m
L) of 

grated Parm
esan cheese. Bake at 350°F (180°C) 

for 15 m
inutes and cut into slices before serving. 

Roasted Vegetables: Cut ½
 lb. (250 g) of broccoli 

into florets. Cut 1 yellow
 squash in half lengthw

ise 
and then into thick w

edges. Cut 1 red onion 
crossw

ise into rings. Toss the veggies w
ith 1 tbsp 

(15 m
L) of oil and 1 tbsp (15 m

L) of m
ix. Place 

the veggies on a sheet pan and season w
ith ½

 tsp 
(2 m

L) of salt. Roast at 450°F (230°C) for about 
10 m

inutes, or until tender. 

Lem
ony Garlic Shrim

p: Season 1 lb. (450 g) 
of shrim

p w
ith 1⁄8 tsp (0.5 m

L) each of salt and 
pepper. Com

bine 2 tbsp (30 m
L) of m

elted butter 
and 1 tbsp (15 m

L) of m
ix. Heat oil or butter in 

a large skillet over m
edium

-high heat. Cook the 
shrim

p until brow
ned, about 3 m

inutes per side. 
Rem

ove from
 heat and stir in 1 tbsp (15 m

L) of 
lem

on juice and 1 tbsp (15 m
L) chopped parsley. 

Garlic M
ashed Potatoes: Add ½

 cup (125 m
L) 

of broth or w
ater to 3 cups (750 m

L) of cubed 
potatoes and m

icrow
ave, covered, until tender, 

about 8–10 m
inutes. Add 2–3 tbsp (30–45 m

L) 
heavy cream

, 2 tbsp (30 m
L) butter, and 1½

 tbsp 
(22 m

L) m
ix. M

ash until sm
ooth.

Use 2 tsp (10 m
L) per 1 lb. (450 g) 

C
ream

y &
 Z

esty
Scampi Mix
Garlic, Onion, W

hite Pepper, Parsley 
A

 foundation of garlic and onion are 
accented w

ith subtle herb flavor and  
a pop of lem

on to balance the richness  
of the butter.

Use 1 tbsp (15 m
L) per 4–5 cups (1–1.25 L)

pw
2376-092023usca-scam

pim
ix-flavorcard.indd   1

pw
2376-092023usca-scam

pim
ix-flavorcard.indd   1

8/7/23   12:29 PM
8/7/23   12:29 PM

Pairs well with:

Sim
ple Rice: Bring 1 can (14.5 oz./500 m

L) of 

chicken broth and 1
2⁄3 cups (400 m

L) of w
ater 

to a boil. Stir in 2 tsp (10 m
L) of seasoning 

and 1½
 cups (375 m

L) of uncooked long grain 

rice. Reduce the heat, cover, and sim
m

er for 

20 m
inutes. Rem

ove from
 heat and stir in 1⁄3 cup 

(75 m
L) of sliced green onions.

Cream
y Coleslaw

: M
ix 1⁄3 cup (75 m

L) of ranch 

dressing, ¼
 cup (60 m

L) of cream
y peanut 

butter, 1 tbsp (15 m
L) of low

-sodium
 soy sauce, 

and 1 tbsp (15 m
L) of seasoning in large bow

l. 

Toss in 1 pkg (14 oz./397 g) of coleslaw
 m

ix and 

2 sliced green onions. Cover and chill for several 

hours. Top w
ith 1 tbsp (15 m

L) of chopped dry 

roasted peanuts. 

Honey Barbecue W
ings: Heat a greased grill 

pan over m
edium

 heat. M
ix 1 cup (250 m

L) 

of barbecue sauce, 3 tbsp (45 m
L) of honey, 

1 tbsp (15 m
L) of low

-sodium
 soy sauce and 

1 tbsp (15 m
L) of seasoning. Grill 2 lbs. (1 kg) 

chicken drum
ettes for 15–20 m

inutes or until 

done, turning, and brushing occasionally w
ith the 

sauce m
ixture. 

Baked Salm
on: Preheat the oven to 400°F 

(200°C). Pat dry 4 salm
on fillets (6 oz./175 g each; 

1"/2.5-cm
), w

ith paper tow
els. Place on a sheet 

pan. Brush w
ith 1 tbsp (15 m

L) of low
-sodium

 

soy sauce and sprinkle w
ith 2 tsp (10 m

L) of 

seasoning. Bake for 13–15 m
inutes, or until the 

fish begins to flake easily w
ith a fork.

Use 1 tbsp (15 m
L) per 4–5 cups (1–1.25 L)

Use 1 tbsp (15 m
L) per 1 lb. (450 g) 

Sw
eet &

 Sour

Asian Seasoning Mix

Garlic, Soy, Sesam
e, Citrus 

T
he delicately balanced flavors in this m

ix w
ill 

ignite your senses: A com
bination of refreshing 

sw
eet and sour w

ith a punch of bittersw
eet heat 

creates the ultim
ate flavor experience. 

pw2375-092023usca-asianseasoning-flavorcard.indd   1
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Pairs well with:

Breakfast Sausage: Com
bine 1 lb. (450 g) of 

ground turkey, 1 tbsp (15 m
L) of rub, and ½

 tsp 

(2 m
L) of salt. (Use a stand m

ixer for hands‑free 

m
ixing!) Form

 the m
eat into patties and cook in 

an oiled skillet over m
edium

 heat for 4 m
inutes 

per side, or until the tem
perature reaches 

165°F (74°C).

Cornbread: Add 2 tsp (10 m
L) of rub to an 8‑oz. 

(240‑g) box of cornbread m
ix. Prepare according 

to the package directions.

Roasted Sweet Potatoes: Toss 1 lb. (450 g) of 

diced sw
eet potatoes w

ith 1 tbsp (15 m
L) of oil 

and 2 tsp (10 m
L) of rub. Bake at 425°F (220°C) 

for 20–25 m
inutes.

Sm
oky Baked Beans: Add 2 tsp (10 m

L) of rub 

to one 16‑oz. (450‑g) can of baked beans. Heat 

according to the package directions.

Use 1 tbsp (15 m
L) per 4–5 cups (1–1.25 L)

Use 1 tbsp (15 m
L) per 1 lb. (450 g) 

Sw
eet &

 Sm
oky

Smoky Applewood Rub
Garlic, Chili Pepper, M

olasses, Cinnam
on

A subtle apple flavor paired w
ith rich 

spices and w
arm

 sugar notes creates 

decadent caram
elized flavor w

ithout 

having to fire up the grill. 

pw2374-092023usca-sm
okyapplewood-flavorcard.indd   1

pw2374-092023usca-sm
okyapplewood-flavorcard.indd   1
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Month to Month
$24/Month

#100418   $24
Renews automatically monthly.

6-Month Prepaid
$18/Month

#100420   $108
Renews automatically semi-annually.

Subscribe Today!

Seasonings and recipes change each month. Subscriptions renew automatically. 
You can choose not to renew any time before your renewal date.

3-Month Prepaid
$20/Month

#100419   $60
Renews automatically quarterly.

Top Pick

Flavor Club Perks
Discounts 
Shop insider discounts in 
the Add-Ons Marketplace.

Free Shipping 
Add more to your 
subscription delivery.

Exclusives 
Try exclusive flavors 
every month.

Open the Door to Flavor
With a monthly TasteBuds subscription, you can try 

seasonings and recipes—and learn what flavor can do.

Scan to see  
TasteBuds in action!



S T O N E WA R E

Our stones have been a  
staple in kitchens for decades,  
so we know a thing or two about doing it right.  
For natural, no-fuss cooking, look no further  
than these kitchen must-haves.
→  See the stoneware comparison on p. 55!

Unglazed 
Stoneware
P. 29

White Satin 
Partially Glazed 
Stoneware
P. 30

Fully Glazed 
Stoneware
P. 31

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE
Strawberry Basil Galette  

White Pizza 
Roasted Vegetables

→ Get them on 
pamperedchef.com

Get the Medium Pizza 
Stone (B)	when	you	join	

as a new consultant.
Ask your consultant  

for details.

It’s in your kit!d
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Stoneware Starter Set 
Includes A, D, and G.  
#100292   $135 $112       

 A.   Pizza Stone    
18"	(46	cm)	with	handles. 
#100251   $50     

 B.   Medium Pizza Stone    
15¾"	(40	cm)	with	handles. 
#100252   $40     

 C.  Personal Pizza Stone    
11¼" (28.5 cm) with handles. 
#100253   $30     

 D.  Stone Bar Pan    
Perfect for sheet pan dinners and cookie and  
brownie	bars.	16"	x	11¾"	(41 cm x 30 cm). 
#100384   $50     

 E.  Medium Stone Bar Pan    
Just	the	right	size	for	dinners	for	two.	13½"	x	9¼"	 
(34	cm	x	23.5	cm). 
#100255   $40     

 F.  Small Stone Bar Pan    
Perfect for reheating leftovers—especially in the 
Deluxe	Air	Fryer!	9¼"	x	7¾"	(23.5 cm x	19.5	cm). 
#100256   $30     

 G.  Stone Loaf Pan    
Make pound cake, bread, and even meatloaf.  
9"	x	5"	(23	cm	x	13	cm).	6 cups (1.4 L). 
#100221   $35       

 H.  Rectangle Stone    
Use	it	for	cookies,	flatbread,	biscuits,	and	more.	 
12" x	15"	(30 cm	x 38 cm). 
#100280   $45     

 I.  Pizza Peel 
Just	like	the	pros	use!	Easily	and	safely	transfer	food	
on and off a preheated stone for crispier crusts and 
less mess. Acacia wood. 20½" (52 cm) long. 
#100257   $39.50   

 J.  Pizza & Crust Cutter 
It’s	a	4"	(10-cm)	beveled	pizza	wheel	on	one	side	and	
a crust cutter on the other. Includes a storage cover. 
Stainless steel	blade	and	crust	cutter. 
#1303   $24.50     

Also Shown:  
Green Goddess Seasoning Mix (p. 51) 
Pan Scraper Set (p. 56) 
Baker’s Roller®	(p.	45) 

Unglazed Stoneware
•  Made With StoneFusion Material: It’s our strongest and 

most durable stoneware ever. 
•  Crispier Crusts: You can preheat stones for up to 30 minutes. 

And when you’re finished baking, you can use metal utensils 
like a pizza cutter.

•  Dishwasher-Safe: Pop them in the dishwasher or rinse 
with warm water. Each piece comes with a scraper to 
remove residue.

•  Made in the USA: Made from 100% natural materials.
•  Natural Nonstick Finish: Your stone develops seasoning—a 

nonstick finish—as you use it.
•  Won’t Retain Flavors: Today’s cookies won’t ever taste like 

last night’s dinner.
•  Patterned Bottoms: Each piece has a ribbon pattern, so you 

can easily tell them apart from the original unglazed stones. 
•  Where to Cook: Broiler-safe to 550°F (287°C), oven-safe to 

500°F (260°C). 
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White Satin Partially Glazed Stoneware
•  Elegant Exteriors: Made from our original 

stoneware material, this stoneware has 
beautiful white glazed exteriors and unglazed 
interiors that go seamlessly from cooking 
to serving. 

•  Easy Cleanup: When the meal’s over, put them 
right in the dishwasher. 

•  So Versatile: Cook in the oven or microwave, 
then serve, reheat, and store all in the same dish. 

•  Delicious Results: Baked goods turn out light 
and crispy, and meat stays tender and juicy. 

•  Won’t Retain Flavors: Today’s brownies won’t 
ever taste like last night’s dinner.

•  Made in the USA: Made from 100% 
natural materials. 

•  Where to Cook: Microwave- and oven-safe to 
500°F (260°C). 

   

A

B

C D

 A.  Deep Covered Baker  
From chicken to casseroles to cakes, cook all your 
favorites	in	the	oven or microwave.	12¾" x 8¾" x 7"	
(32 cm x 22.5 cm x 18 cm).	 
#100899   $105    

 B.  Mini Deep Covered Baker 
Make	dinner	for	two,	side	dishes,	and desserts.	
10¼" x 6¼" x 6¼"	(25.5 cm x 16 cm x 16 cm). 
#100898   $70    

 C.  Stone Square Baker With Tray 
Bake side dishes, casseroles, or small cakes. Use the pieces 
together	or	separately.	Includes the	Stone	Square	Baker	and	
Stone	Square	Serving Tray	(p.	56).	 
#100915   $95    

	D.		Stone	Rectangular	Baker	With Tray 
Make family favorites like mac ‘n cheese, mashed potatoes, 
casseroles, and lasagna. Use the pieces together or 
separately. Includes the Stone Rectangular Baker and 
Stone Serving	Tray	(p.	56).	 
#100736   $110    

Serving Tray Set 
Use these trays to cook and serve entrees, side dishes, and 
desserts. Includes the Stone Square Serving Tray and Stone 
Serving Tray (p. 56). 
#101099   $85 $77    

Bread Making Set 
Includes	E	and	Rosemary	Focaccia	Bread	Mix	(p.	49). 
#101091   $61 $55
 E.  Stone Round Baker 

Bake quiches, cakes, and everything in between with 
this 11" (28-cm) baker.		 
#100900   $50    

 F.  Stone Pie Plate 
This	9"	(23-cm)	dish	conducts	heat	gently	for	
uniform browning	for	light,	tender	pastry. 
#100738   $50    

 G.  Large Round Stone 
Use it for coffee cakes, rings, wreaths, and more. 
The	¾" (2-cm)	lip	keeps	batters	contained.	
13½" (34-cm) diameter.	 
#100737   $59.50    
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RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE
Pierogi Casserole | French Onion Chicken Bake | Shepherd’s Pie  

Quiche Lorraine | Chocolate Apricot Tea Ring | Roasted Red Pepper & Walnut Dip

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com

 H.   Stoneware Entertaining Set 
The ultimate oven-to-table set. Includes 
8 pieces:	Two	serving	platters	(one	medium	
and one large,	p. 56), four small serving 
bowls (two graystone and two sandstone), 
one medium graystone serving bowl, and 
one large sandstone serving bowl (not 
sold separately). 
#100220   $200    

 I.  Stoneware Chip & Dip Set 
Bake and serve classic rings, appetizers, 
and desserts with your favorite dip. Includes 
a 15" (38-cm) round platter and one small 
graystone	serving	bowl	(not sold separately). 
#100106   $80    

Fully Glazed Stoneware
•  Oven to Table: Our fully glazed stoneware is made from 

our original stoneware material, and has beautiful glazed 
interiors and exteriors that look great on any table. 

•  Easy Cleanup: When the meal’s over, put them right in  
the dishwasher. 

•  So Versatile: Cook in the oven or microwave, then 
serve, reheat, and store all in the same dish. 

•  Delicious Results: Baked goods turn out light and 
crispy, and meat stays tender and juicy. 

•  Won’t Retain Flavors: Today’s brownies won’t ever taste 
like last night’s dinner.

•  Made in the USA: Made from 100% natural materials. 
•  Where to Cook: Microwave- and oven-safe to 

450°F (230°C). 
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Perfect Pair

Classic Party DipGarlic &  
Herb Rub (p. 51)

Stoneware 
Chip & Dip Set

=
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S M A L L  A P P L I A N C E S

Whether it’s breakfast,  
lunch, dinner, or a 
much-needed snack, 
our small appliances 
deliver big results with 
the push of a button.

Hearing  
Wedding 

Bells? 
Shower the happy couple 
with kitchen essentials 

that last a lifetime.
Ask your consultant  

for details!

Hosts can get any small appliance 
for free or at a discount.
Ask your consultant for details.

Just for Hosts



 A.   Deluxe Coffee Machine 
Use one of the three coffee inserts to perfectly 
prepare your favorite coffee drinks whenever 
you want. You can easily adjust the drip tray to 
accommodate your mug. And when one of the 
lights flash, you’ll know exactly when to refill the 
removable water tank or descale the machine, so 
your coffee stays fresh and flavorful. Includes 
a ground coffee insert, Nespresso® Pod insert, 
K-Cup® Pod insert, paper filters, 1.8-qt. (1.7-L) 
water tank, and start guide. 12.5" x 10" x 12" 
(31 cm x 25 cm x 30 cm). 
#101108   $299      Select Parts 

 B.   Electric Milk Frother 
Make perfectly frothed milk for your favorite café 
drinks at home. Choose from four settings to  
make thick foam for cappuccinos, light foam for 
creamy lattes, warmed milk for hot chocolate, and 
cold foam for iced coffee. It only takes 1–2 minutes! 
8" x 6½" x 4" (20 cm x 17 cm x 10 cm). Includes a 
Dual-Sided Cleaning Brush (p. 19). 
#101109   $89      Select Parts 

 C.   Level & Funnel Scoop 
Easily measure and pour exactly 2 tbsp (30 mL) of 
coffee, seasonings, or ingredients without mess. 
Scoop dry ingredients, use the leveler, and turn the 
tool upside down to funnel and pour.  
#101120   $10    

 D.   Gourmet Cherry Almond Syrup 
Add the classic nutty cherry flavor of amaretto to 
coffee, cakes, and frosting without the alcohol! 
15.72 fl. oz. (465 mL). Available while supplies last. 
#101159   $21

 E.   Gourmet Brown Sugar Syrup 
Add just the right amount of sweetness and brown 
sugar flavor to coffee, pancakes, and appetizers. 
15.72 fl. oz. (465 mL). Available while supplies last. 
#101158   $21

 F.   Gourmet Limoncello Syrup 
Inspired by a classic lemon liqueur from southern 
Italy, this syrup will enhance any cup of coffee, slice 
of cake, or whipped topping with a sweet, citrusy 
flavor with a hint of warm vanilla. 15.72 fl. oz. 
(465 mL). Available while supplies last. 
#101160   $21

A Better Way to Start the Day
With the compact Deluxe Coffee Machine, 
you can elevate your at-home coffee and 
enjoy a fresh drink any time you want.
•  Choose Your Experience: Brew your way with inserts for 

ground coffee, Nespresso® Espresso Pods, or K-Cups®.
•  Satisfy Any Craving: Easily choose from six different sizes, 

from a small cup of espresso to a large travel mug of coffee.
•  Delicious Results: Forget burnt, bitter coffee! Each coffee 

insert has its own dedicated temperature, pressure, and 
flow rate to ensure a smooth, balanced brew every time.

•  Be Bold: Enhance the flavor and strength of your coffee 
drinks with a touch of a button.

•  Compact & Streamlined: It doesn’t take up much counter 
space, the inserts neatly store inside, and the cord securely 
wraps up in the back, so your kitchen stays clutter-free.

B

C

D E
F

A

Host a party and get  
yours for 50% off or more.

Ask your consultant for details.

Host & Save
Coming
Soon!
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 A.   Deluxe Air Fryer 
Superheated air circulates for quick, consistent 
results. Includes two cooking trays, basket, rotisserie 
set, drip tray, retrieval tool, and a cooking guide.  
#100194   $299      Select Parts 

 B.  Deluxe Air Fryer Mess Catcher 
These metal and silicone trays let you cook messy 
foods and make cleanup easy. Oven-safe to 
400°F (200°C). 
#100468   $27.50    

 C.  Deluxe Air Fryer Fruit Leather Trays 
Just pour in fruit puree and dehydrate. Makes up to 
24 fruit	leathers.	Set	of	three.	Silicone.	Freezer-safe. 
#100349   $36    

 D.  Deluxe Air Fryer Skewers 
Make up to eight kebabs or sausages. The flat 
design keeps food in place, so it cooks perfectly on 
all sides. Includes eight skewers, rotisserie bar, and 
two rotisserie	wheels.	Stainless	steel.	 
#100285   $27.50    

 E.   Coating Trays & Tongs 
The trays overlap to neatly and easily bread anything. 
Microwave-safe for chocolate-dipped treats. Nonskid 
feet. Trays nest for storage. 
#100577   $30    

 F.  French Fry Kit 
Includes	the	Rapid-Prep	Mandoline	(p.	9),	Seasoning	
Salt (p. 51), and Vegetable Peeler. 
#100544   $91.50 $82  

   Vegetable Peeler 
Peel forward or backward: The swivel blade is sharp 
on both sides. Stainless steel blade. Includes a 
storage cover. 
#1071   $13.50    

A

B

D

C

E

F

Every Day Is Fry-Day
Use the Deluxe Air Fryer to make crispy 
family favorites (without all the oil), 
dehydrate snacks, and perfectly cook 
rotisserie chicken.
•  Fresher Family Faves: It roasts veggies and fish to 

perfection, rotisserie cooks juicy whole chickens and 
roasts, dehydrates, bakes golden-brown desserts, and so 
much more! 

•  8 Programmed Settings: Air Fry, Bake, Roast, Rotisserie, 
Reheat, Dehydrate, Custom, and Rotate.

•  Enough for Everyone: The 11.6-qt. (11-L) interior fits a 
4-lb. (1.8-kg) chicken, 4–6 servings, or apps for a crowd.

•  No Preheating Needed: Saves time and energy, and won’t 
heat up your kitchen. 

Get this product  
when you join as a  

new consultant.
Ask your consultant  

for details.

It’s in your kit!d

ARECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Homemade Chicken Tenders  
Vanilla Cupcakes 

Strawberry Crunch Cake 
Caramelized Onion and Tomato Pizza

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com

Scan to learn more about 
the Deluxe Air Fryer.
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Magic in the Mixing
The Deluxe Stand Mixer takes the guesswork out of everyday 
baking and meal-making with easy-to-use presets.
•   No-Guess Presets: Each preset (Whip, Cream, Mix, Beat, and Knead) reaches 

the ideal time and speed, so you get optimal results every time. Use the Custom 
setting to set a specific time and choose from 8 manual speeds to make recipes 
you already know and love. 

•   Hands-Off Control: The mixer will always start out slow and gradually increase 
to full speed, minimizing the mess. It will automatically stop mixing when it’s 
done, so you’ll never under-mix cookie dough or over-mix brownie batter again!

•  Easy-to-Read Display: The LCD display clearly shows you the timer, mixing 
speed, and recommended accessory for your chosen preset, so you can mix 
anything from meatloaf to bread dough like a pro.

•   Convenient Cleanup: All the accessories, including the bowl, are dishwasher-safe.

 G.  Deluxe Stand Mixer 
You can prepare everything from delicious 
weeknight meals to desserts. Switch out 
the accessories to mix cookie dough, mash 
potatoes, shred chicken, knead dough, and 
more. And whenever you use the scraping 
beater, you won’t have to continually scrape 
down	the	sides	of	the	bowl!	The	cord	wraps	
for easy and convenient storage. Includes a 
5.75-qt.	(5.4-L)	stainless	steel	bowl,	 
scraping beater, whisk, dough hook,  
and cooking guide.  
#100833   $399      Select Parts 

 H.  Deluxe Stand Mixer Pouring Shield 
This nonslip shield stays on while the pour spout lets you add ingredients when you’re 
mixing	without	making	a	mess.	9"	(23-cm)	diameter.	2¼"	(5.5	cm)	tall.	 
#100867   $20    

Also Shown:  
9"	x	13"	(23	x	33-cm)	Pan	With	Lid	(p.	46)	 
Pizza	Peel	(p.	29)

Move with ease 
for everyday use.

Use your mixer to shred 
cooked chicken!

H

GScan to see the  
Deluxe Stand Mixer  
in action!
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Scan to see the  
Deluxe Multi Cooker 
in action!

Hands Off, Dinner’s On
The Deluxe Multi Cooker will be your 
go-to for fast, easy, budget-friendly 
meals the family will love.
•  Cook More Ways: With settings for pressure 

cooking, slow cooking, sous vide cooking, and 
making yogurt—all in one appliance—you’ll use it 
all day, every day. 

•  Fast & Fresh: The pressure cooker settings let 
you cook 70% faster than cooking in the oven or 
on the stovetop, which retains more nutrients. 
And if you forgot to take meat out of the freezer, 
no problem: It can even cook from frozen!

•  Hands-Off Cooking: Get cooked-all-day flavor 
and the exact doneness you love without standing 
over the stove.

•  Budget-Friendly: Turn everyday ingredients 
like beans, rice, eggs, and yogurt into multiple, 
affordable meals. Even less expensive cuts of 
meat will turn out great.

 A.  Deluxe Multi Cooker 
Whether you’re tight on time or want to make restaurant-
quality meals at home, the Deluxe Multi Cooker can help 
you do it all with ease. From incredible one-pot meals to 
tender veggies, you can prepare almost anything without 
ever turning on your oven. The cord wraps for easy storage. 
Plus, there’s a spot to rest your lid while you’re adding 
ingredients or serving. Includes a wire rack and cooking 
guide. Holds up to 6 qts. (5.7 L). 
#100659   $229      Select Parts 

 B.  Pressure Cooker Ceramic Pot 
Cook a main and side dish at the same time. Includes a  
wire cradle to easily remove from the Deluxe Multi Cooker. 
#100049   $30    

 C.  Silicone Egg Bites Mold 
Make sous vide egg bites, mini cakes, and more. 
Seven wells.	Oven-	and	freezer-safe.	Also	fits	in	the	
Deluxe Air	Fryer.	Includes	a	lid	and	wire	rack	for	easy	
removal and sterilizing. 
#100662   $30    

 D.   Pressure Cooker Fluted Cake Pan 
Oven-safe. Includes a wire cradle for easy removal. 
#100119   $17   

 

	 E.		Pressure	Cooker	Steamer Baskets 
Steam different foods at the same time.  
Includes two baskets with silicone-covered handles.  
#100118   $17      

 F.  Pressure Cooker  
Springform Pan 
Oven-safe. Includes a wire  
cradle for easy removal. 
#100048   $18   

 G.  Pressure Cooker  
Glass Lid 
Use on the Sous Vide, 
Yogurt, Slow Cook, Sear, or 
Keep Warm	settings,	or	as	a	
cover to store in the fridge. 
Stainless	steel	rim	and handle. 
#100197   $20    

Also Shown:  
Steak Knife Set (p. 10) 
Mini Oven Mitts (p. 18)
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Scan to learn more about  
the Deluxe Cooking Blender.

Bet Your Blender Can’t Do This
The Deluxe Cooking Blender blends, it cooks…and when 
you’re done, it even cleans itself!
•  Fresh & Fast: Fresh ingredients quickly become soups, the smoothest 

smoothies, heated purees, baby foods, creamy nut butters, jams, flavorful 
dips and sauces, allergen-free alternative milks, and more! 

 •  Super Powered: The 2-peak horsepower* motor is powerful enough, and 
the blades are strong enough, to pulverize nuts into creamy butters in less 
than 3 minutes.

•  8 Programmed Settings: Smoothie, Soup, Heated Puree, Alternative Milk, 
Sauce, Custom Blend, Grind, and Jam.

•  Cleans Itself: The heated wash setting cleans with the push of a button.

 H.  Deluxe Cooking Blender 
This	is	more	than	your	average	blender:	It	has	settings	that	heat	up	to	220°F	(104°C),	which	
means it doesn’t just blend—it cooks. Holds up to 7 cups (1.75 L). Includes a tamper,  
Dual-Sided	Cleaning	Brush	(p.	19),	strainer	bag,	boil-over	guard,	and	a	cooking	guide.	 
#100125   $349      Select Parts  

 I.  Deluxe Cooking Blender Smoothie Cup & Adapter 
Measure,	wash,	and	drain	fruits	and	veggies	in	the	removable	sleeve.	Includes	a	24-oz.	
(700-mL) double-walled cup, lid, blade lid, blade cover, adapter, sleeve, reusable straw, 
and recipe	card.	 
#100195   $85      Select Parts 

 J.  Long Skinny Scraper 
A long handle, flexible tip, ridges, and slight curve gets every last bit out of your blender or 
tall jars. Silicone.   
#100192   $13    

* Peak horsepower refers to the maximum output of a motor achieved in laboratory testing. In actual use, the blender 
does not operate at the peak horsepower.

H

H

I

J

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Pressure Cooker Steak Chili | Berry Smoothie | Sweet Potato Soup 
Blueberry Jam | Super Seed Butter

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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The Grill That Moves With You
When your day does a 180, the Deluxe Electric Grill & 
Griddle’s got you covered with three cooking positions 
that turn out endless possibilities.
•  3 Cooking Positions: Close to use as a contact grill, hover to melt cheese or 

heat the top without contact, or open flat to cook on both plates at the same 
time. And the top is adjustable so it won’t smash your food. 

•  8 Programmed Settings: Custom, Sear, Panini, Grill, Griddle, Keep Warm, 
Probe, and Top/Bottom (to set different temps for the plates). 

•  Endless Possibilities: Use the interchangeable grill, griddle, and waffle plates 
in any combination and set them to different temperatures. 

•  Make It How You Like It: The temperature probe lets you know when your 
food is ready.

•  Feed the Fam: The extra-large cooking surface makes it easy to cook 
for a crowd.

 A.   Deluxe Electric Grill & Griddle Set 
Includes	the	Deluxe	Electric	Grill	&	Griddle,	Waffle	Plates,	and	Pancake	&	Waffle	Mix	(p. 49). 
#100465   $433

   Deluxe Electric Grill & Griddle 
Includes four interchangeable nonstick cooking plates (two ridged grill plates and two 
smooth griddle plates), plus a temperature probe, cleaning tool, and drip tray. 
#100348   $349      Select Parts 

	 		Deluxe	Electric	Waffle	Plates 
Set of two nonstick plates.  
#100466   $75    

 B.  Burger & Slider Press 
Make	up	to	½-lb.	(250-g)	burgers	or	2–3-oz.	(60–90-g)	sliders	that	are	uniformly	sized.	
The flexible base makes patties easy to remove. Pieces nest for easy storage. 
#1174   $17    

 C.  Indoor Outdoor Portable Grill 
Fire up the charcoal or convert to electric when inside. The grill grate covers the electric coil 
to reduce smoke. Safety features include a locking lid, stay-cool handle, and nonslip legs. 
13¼" (33.5-cm) square cooking surface. 
#2719   $149      Select Parts  

WARNING: When	used	with	charcoal,	the	Indoor	Outdoor	Portable Grill	can	expose	you	to	carbon	monoxide	
which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information 
go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

B

Get this product  
when you join as a  

new consultant.
Ask your consultant  

for details.

It’s in your kit!d

C

Cook with the lid closed to use as a 
contact press, open the grill flat to 

cook on both plates at the same time, 
or hover to melt cheese. 

Scan to learn more 
about the Deluxe Electric 
Grill & Griddle.
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Perfect Pair

Electric Pop & Stir Movie Theater PopcornSeasoning Salt (p. 51)

=

D

E

F

Make gourmet candied nuts in 
minutes with the Electric Pop & Stir!

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Candied Nuts | Basic Vanilla Ice Cream

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com

 D.  Electric Pop & Stir 
Elevate	your	movie	nights,	snack	time,	and	gifts	with	gourmet	goodies	made	at	home!	
The stirring rod keeps your ingredients moving, so everything cooks evenly and gets fully 
coated.	After	popping	your	popcorn,	you	can	add	the	cap	and	flip	the	lid	over	to	use	it	as	a	
serving	bowl.	And	when	you’re	finished	making	treats,	the	pieces	nest	and	the	cord	wraps	
in	the	base	for	compact	storage.	24-cup	(5.7-L)	bowl.	Makes	up	to	16 cups	(3.8	L)	of	
popcorn or 1 cup (250 mL) of candied nuts.    
#100896   $99      Select Parts 

 E.  Ice Cream Maker  
Make smooth, custom-flavored ice cream, custard, frozen yogurt, sorbet, sherbet, and  
frozen	drinks.	Makes	up	to	1 qt.	(1	L).	Includes	a	stretchy	silicone	storage	lid.	 
#1538   $99.50   

 F.  Wine Essential Tools 
Perfect for wine lovers. Includes the Electric Wine Opener and the Wine Aerator (not 
sold separately). 
#1798   $65

   Electric Wine Opener 
Uncork with the touch of a button. Rechargeable through wall outlet using USB power 
supply or USB adapter. Foil cutter doubles as a stand. 
#1489   $55   

Scan to see the Electric  
Pop & Stir in action!
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E N T E R T A I N I N G

Whether you’re hosting 
a crowd, having a small 
get-together, or bringing a dish 
to pass, we’ve got you covered. 

Serveware  
& Beverages
P. 42–43

Cool & Serves
P. 41
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Also Shown:  
Store & Serve (p. 12)  
Chili Lime Rub (p. 51)  
Garden Vegetable Dip Mix (p. 51)

Cool & Serves 
Keep	food	cool	for	4–6 hours,	even	outside!	Perfect	for	barbecues,	after-school	snacks,	 
road trips, tailgates, and picnics.

 A.  2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Cool & Serve Bowl 
Includes	a	spill-resistant	lid.	10" x 10" x	4¼"	(25 cm x 25 cm	x	11	cm). 
#100091   $40    

 B.  1-qt. (1-L) Cool & Serve Bowl 
Includes a spill-resistant lid. 7" x 7" x 4½"	(18 cm x 18 cm x 12 cm). 
#100090   $30     

 C.  Rectangular Cool & Serve 
Great	for	keeping	larger	amounts	of	food	cool!	Includes	a	spill-resistant	lid.	 
9"	x	13"	(23 cm	x	33	cm).	3¾	qts.	(3.5	L). 
#100375   $60    

 D.  Small Square Cool & Serve 
Includes	a	3-section	tray,	cooling	insert,	and	lid.	9" x 9"	(23 cm x 23 cm); center well has a  
1-cup (250-mL) capacity. 
#2613   $40     

 E.  Large Square Cool & Serve  
Comes with two reversible cooling inserts: Each has one flat side and one side with 12 wells 
for deviled eggs. The clear inner trays each have 3 wells with solid walls to keep food from 
mixing. Includes a lid. 12" x 12" (30 cm x 30 cm). 
#2614   $49    

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Southwestern Salad | Easy Guacamole 
Seven-Layer Dip | Delicious Deviled Eggs

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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On-the-Go Serving Bowl Set 
Take meals, snacks, appetizers, side dishes, and more on the 
go!	These	stainless	steel	double-walled	bowls	are	perfect	for	
transporting food—and they’ll keep it warm for up to 2 hours. 
The leak-resistant lids have switches that let you vent your food, 
so you can release steam and keep the lids from sticking on the 
bowls, and they hook onto the rims for easy serving. The middle 
of the lids double as removable spoon rests. Includes A–B. 
#100868   $159 $150      
 A.  On-the-Go 5-qt. (4.7-L) Serving Bowl 

#100848   $99   
 B.  On-the-Go 2-qt. (1.9-L) Serving Bowl 

#100847   $60   

 C.   Flexible Basting Bottle 
Safely and easily add sauce to your food while it cooks. 
The adjustable head lets you drizzle from any angle, and 
the	valve	controls	both	thin	and	thick	sauces!	You	can	even	
build sauces in the bottle and store them in the fridge. 
Microwave-safe. Measures up to 1 cup (250 mL). 
#101125   $20     

 D.  Ice Cream Scoop 
Easily cuts through hard ice cream and the scalloped edges 
get into the corners of cartons. Comfortable soft-grip handle.  
#100264   $14.50    

Quick-Stir® Pitchers 
Quickly and thoroughly mix coffee, tea, and cold drinks,  
and blend powdered beverages. 

 E.   Family-Size Quick-Stir® Pitcher 
Fits	in	most	fridge	doors.	1	gal.	(4	L). 
#2277   $33    

 F.   Quick-Stir® Pitcher 
2 qts. (2 L). 
#2278   $28    

 G.  Wood Salad Bowl & Servers Set  
14 cups	(3.3	L).	Acacia	wood.	Grain	may	vary.	Includes	a	
bowl, spoon, and fork (not sold separately). 
#100186   $52.50   

 H.  Measure, Mix & Pour®  
Make, serve, and store homemade dressings in this 
leakproof bottle. Dressing recipes and measurement 
markings are on the bottle. Includes a recipe card. 
#100190   $19.50    

Also Shown:  
Silicone Spoon (p. 16)

Scan to see the 
On-the-Go Serving 

Bowls in action! 
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 I.   Insulated Pitcher 
This stainless steel double-walled pitcher keeps drinks hot 
or cold for up to six hours. The push-button top makes it 
easy	to	open,	pour,	and	close.	64	oz.	(1.9	L). 
#101117   $70   

Insulated Serving Bowl Set    
Keep	food	warm	for	up	to	2	hours!	The	double-walled	design	
prevents sweating and keeps the outside cool, so you can take 
food right to the table. The clear plastic lid lets you see what’s 
inside, and hooks onto the rim for easy serving. Includes J–K. 
#100287   $105 $95      
 J.  1-qt. (1-L) Insulated Serving Bowl 

#100262   $45   
 K.  2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Insulated Serving Bowl 

#100263   $60   

 L.  4-qt. (3.8-L) Insulated Serving Bowl 
#100746   $90   

 M.  Utensil Clip  
Keep counters and tables drip-free. Fits most Pampered 
Chef	cookware,	serving dishes,	and	utensils.	 
#100675   $10     

 N.  Salt & Pepper Grinder Set  
Includes two adjustable acrylic grinders and a stand.  
#2412   $67   

 O.  Lazy Susan 
Beautifully serve charcuterie or treats on this acacia 
wood board. Lock it in place, or rotate for sharing or to 
frost a cake. The base removes for display or cleaning. 
12" (30-cm)	diameter. 
#100128   $50   

 P.   Stainless Steel Tongs Set 
Serve in style with this durable stainless steel tongs duo 
that’s perfect for everything from pasta and salads to 
appetizers. Includes 6" (15-cm) small serving tongs and 
9" (23-cm)	large	angled	serving	tongs	(not	sold	separately). 
#101118   $19     
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RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

BBQ Pulled Pork Sandwiches 
Pressure Cooker Red Potato Salad 
Lemon Ginger Cucumber Mint Water  
Classic Party Dip  
Orecchiette With Brussels Sprouts & Broccoli 
Apple-Cranberry Dump Cake

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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B A K E WA R E  &  A C C E S S O R I E S

Whether you’re baking for a celebration 
or just because, our trusty baking pans 
and tools will help you make sweet and 
savory treats that turn out every time. Baking Accessories

P. 45

Baking Pans
P. 46–47
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 A.  Batter Mixer & Dispenser  
Six blades quickly blend thick batters. Choose from  
three dispensing sizes then squeeze the handle for  
perfectly	portioned treats. 
#100082   $54.50    

 B.  Baker’s Roller ® 
Roll and shape dough easily. Two rollers help you  
get into corners and up the sides of pie plates. The 
removable pastry tool creates decorative edges and  
pierces	dough	to	vent steam. 
#1485   $25     

 C.  Pastry Mat 
Roll your dough to the perfect size every time while  
keeping your countertop clean. Dough releases easily  
from this nonskid silicone mat. 
#1718   $39.50    

	D.		Bowl	&	Bench	Scraper Set 
Cut, scrape, and smooth dough. Includes a stainless steel 
bench scraper with measurements, and a bowl scraper with 
sharp and rounded sides, so you can clean all types of 
bowls and plates. 
#100600   $24.50    

 E.  Digital Kitchen Scale  
For your favorite recipes and portion control. Get precise 
measurements in ounces, grams, or pounds. Durable 
stainless	steel	body	with	a	slim	design	for easy	storage. 
#100271   $35   

 F.  Powdered Sugar Shaker 
Great	for	powdered	sugar,	cocoa	powder,	or cinnamon	
sugar. Stainless steel. Includes a cover. 
#100023   $19.50      Select Parts 

Stainless Steel Scoops 
Portion dough, batter, and filling with these heavy-duty scoops. 
The	squeeze-action	handles	make	them	easy to use.

 G.  Extra-Large Scoop 
About	4	tbsp	(60	mL).	 
#100830   $25    

 H.  Large Scoop 
About	3	tbsp	(45	mL). 
#1790   $23    

 I.  Medium Scoop 
About 2 tbsp (30 mL). 
#2540   $22    

 J.  Small Scoop 
About 1 tbsp (15 mL). 
#2530   $21    

 K.  Tapered Rolling Pin 
The gently tapered ends make it easy to maneuver and roll 
dough to the right thickness. One end has measure markings 
and	the	other	has	a	hole	for	easy storage. Beechwood. 
#100739   $35   

 L.  Easy Accent® Decorator 
Add a decorative flair to cakes, cupcakes, cookies, deviled 
eggs, and more. Soft-grip handle for comfort and a sturdy 
stainless steel thumb lever for one-handed decorating. 
Includes	six tips. 
#100260   $36    

 M.  Decorating Bag Set 
Make bakery-worthy cakes, cupcakes, and cookies at home. 
Includes two reusable piping bags with couplers, seven 
decorating	tips,	and	two	Twixit!® Clips (p. 13). 
#100844   $35     

 N.  Dual Piping Bags 
Decorate cakes, cupcakes, and cookies with impressive, two-
tone icing designs. Includes two reusable piping bags, three 
decorating tips, a removable coupler ring, two removable 
coupler	bases,	a	gray	Twixit!® Clip (p. 13), and storage bag.  
#100902   $35     

 O.  Icing Smoother 
Enhance the look of homemade cakes with a smooth finish 
or scalloped edges. Easy to use and hold when decorating 
cakes.	9"	(23	cm). 
#100903   $17     

 P.  Icing Spatula 
Easily spread frosting on cake tiers and fruit filling between 
cake layers. Stainless steel offset blade.   
#100904   $18     

 Q.   Hand Pie & Pocket Maker 
Cut, shape, fill, and crimp pies with this three-piece tool. 
Great for empanadas, pizza pockets, dumplings, and more.  
#100601   $20     

 R.  Cupcake Baking Set 
Bake	and	decorate	cupcakes	with	the	whole	family!	Includes	
a cupcake pan, mixing bowl, decorator bottle with two tips, 
silicone	scraper,	two	silicone	mats,	and	two recipe cards.	 
#100747   $65     

 S.  Brown Sugar Keeper Set 
Revive hard brown sugar and keep  
new	sugar	fresh.	Terra-cotta.	Set of two. 
#100025   $15   

Hungry for more? Learn about products and get recipes on pamperedchef.com     45
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Nonstick Bakeware
•  Steely Strength: These durable, heavy-duty pans 

heat quickly and evenly for perfect results every time. 
•  No-Fuss Nonstick: The top-of-the-line nonstick 

coating means your treats release easily. And it 
makes cleanup a breeze!

•  Baking Bliss: Heat-safe to 450°F (230°C). 
Conventional- and convection-oven–safe.  
Freezer-safe.

Baking Pans With Lids 
The snap-on lids provide an easy storage solution, so you can 
store and easily transport your baked goods.

 Cake Set 
Make quick, delicious desserts for any occasion. Includes  
the 8" (20-cm) Square Pan With Lid (A) and Dulce de Leche 
Cake	Mix	(p.	49). 
#100886   $45 $40
 A.  8" (20-cm) Square Pan With Lid  

Perfect for smaller cakes, brownies, cornbread, and sides. 
#100668   $35   

	B.		9"	x	13"	(23	x	33-cm)	Pan	With Lid	 
The most popular pan size for sheet cakes, casseroles, 
or brownies. 
#100667   $39.50   

 C.  Tart Pan With Lid  
Make quiches and tarts with fluted edges. The 
removable bottom	makes	it	easy	to	remove	finished	 
food.	9" (23-cm) diameter. 
#100669   $39.50   

 D.  Secret Center Cake Pan 
Make	fun	cakes	with	a	surprise	inside!	Includes	two	cake	
pans and two inserts, so you can put a surprise in the 
middle of your cake or in each slice. Holds a standard 
boxed cake	mix. 
#100666   $45   

	 E.		Stackable	Cooling	Rack Set 
These nonstick racks stack to save space and collapse for 
easy storage. Set of two.  
#1588   $47 $35   

   Stackable Cooling Rack    
#1587   $23.50   

 F.  Small Spreader 
The offset blade gives you control for frosting cupcakes  
and	treats.	Stainless steel	blade. 
#2071   $12     

	G.		Numbers	and	Letters	Cake Pan 
The inserts help you bake a cake into any number or letter. 
The gridded bottom helps you place inserts to shape the 
cake and keeps everything secure for baking. Includes the 
pan,	8 inserts,	cutting	tool,	and	step-by-step	instructions.	
Holds	a	standard	boxed cake	mix. 
#100279   $43.50   

 H.  	Muffin	Pan 
Makes 12 muffins, cupcakes, or appetizers. Holds a 
standard boxed cake mix. 
#101171   $29.50   

 I.  Large	Muffin	Pan 
Make	six	large	muffins,	stuffed	peppers,	pot	pies,	and	more. 
#100595   $29.50   
 Brownie Pan Set 

Includes J–L.  
#101198   $67 $55

 Brownie Set 
Includes	the	Brownie	Bite	Pan	(K)	and	Brownie	Mix	(p.	49).	 
#101192   $40 $35
 J.   Brownie Pan 

Every	piece	is	a	corner	piece!	Great	for	desserts,	apps,	
frittatas, and more. Makes 12 brownies. Holds a standard 
box of brownie mix. 
#101170   $29.50   

 K.   Brownie Bite Pan 
Make your own two-bite delights. Holds a standard box of 
brownie	mix.	Makes	24	brownie	bites. 
#101172   $29.50   

 L.  Cake Tester & Releaser 
Test with one end and gently release baked goods from  
pans with the other end. Nonstick-safe. 
#1794   $8    

 M.  Mini Loaf Pan 
Create 8 custom mini bread loaves.  
#100020   $29.50   

  Donut Hole Set 
Includes	the	Donut	Hole	Pan	(N),	Donut	Mix	(p.	49),	and	Small	
Scoop	(p.	45). 
#100548   $59.50 $54
 N.  Donut Hole Pan 

Bake	24	donut	holes	or	cake	pops,	and	even	
cook meatballs. 
#100373   $29.50   

 O.  Donut Pan 
No	deep	fryer	needed!	Makes	12	donuts.	 
#100019   $29.50   

 P.   Wood Cake Stand 
Show	off	your	baked	goods!	Use	it	as	a	cake	stand,	tiered	
cupcake display, or setup for veggies and dip. Or take 
the pieces apart and use the platters as serving trays or 
charcuterie boards. 12" (30-cm) diameter. 
#101111   $49   

 Q.   Tube Cake Pan 
Bake light and airy angel food cakes, chiffon cakes, or 
pound cakes. Includes a 10" (25-cm) pan with a removable 
bottom and cooling legs, and a releasing tool. 
#101110   $37   

 R.   Whipped Cream Maker & Decorator 
With three ingredients and 30 seconds, you can make fresh 
whipped cream and decorate treats with one tool. Top cakes, 
sundaes, and other treats with the star tip. Makes 2 cups 
(500 mL) of whipped topping, butter, or scrambled eggs. 
#100741   $35    

 S.  Fluted Cake Pan 
Give cake mix an upgrade. Holds a standard boxed cake mix. 
#1603   $25   

 T.  Round Cake Pans 
Bake	anything	(and	everything!)	from	tall,	layered	cakes	to	
small deep-dish pizzas. Set of four 6" (15-cm) round pans.  
#100901   $40   

G

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Peach Bread Pudding 
Lemon Dream Tart 

Morning Glory Muffins 
Raspberry Cheesecake Brownies  

Angel Food Cake With Lemon Curd

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com
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PA N T R Y

From baking and meal  
mixes to sauces, oils, and 
seasonings, we have  
everything you need for  
big flavor without all  
the effort.

Meal Mixes
P. 50

Seasonings  
& Rubs
P. 51

Sauces
P. 50

Flavored Oils
P. 50

Baking Mixes
P. 49

RECIPE YOU’LL LOVE

Lemon-Garlic Turkey Meatballs 

→ Get it on pamperedchef.com
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 A.  Almond Pound Cake Mix 
Get a decadent, buttery, nut-free almond flavor and a 
tender crumb every time. Add your favorite toppings and 
decorations!	14.6	oz.	(413	g);	makes	one	loaf.	Contains 
wheat, barley, milk.  
#100943   $11   

 B.  Beer Bread Mix 
Just add beer, soda, or carbonated water to make this  
fan	favorite	bread	in	under	an	hour.	19	oz.	(539 g).	 
Contains wheat, barley. 
#100429   $8      
Beer Bread Mix Trio 
Includes three Beer Bread Mixes.  
#100862   $24 $20

 C.  Brownie Mix 
This gluten- and allergen-free mix is packed with chocolaty 
goodness. Each serving is just 100 calories. Can be made 
vegan.	15.8 oz.	(448	g);	makes	16 brownies. 
#100580   $12       

 D.   Chocolate Banana Bread Mix 
Use this mix to make a sweet, rich, and moist loaf for  
a	morning	treat	or	decadent	dessert.	13.5 oz.	(382	g);	
makes one loaf. Contains wheat, barley. 
#101136   $11    

 E.  Chocolate Chip Cookie Mix 
Your favorite cookies just got an upgrade with this  
gluten-	and	allergen-free	mix.	Each	serving	is	90 calories	
and	has	1 g	of	protein.	Can	be	made	vegan.	13.5 oz.	
(383 g);	makes	18 cookies. 
#100516   $12       

 F.  Caramel Latte Bread Mix 
The	perfect	combo	of	coffee	flavor	and	caramel!	Just	add	
eggs, oil, and water. 13.5 oz. (382 g); makes one standard 
loaf. Contains wheat, barley, milk.  
#100523   $9   

 G.  Donut Mix 
Make homemade donuts that rival the ones from your 
favorite	bakery	in	less	than	15	minutes!	Just	add	liquid.	
12.2 oz.	(346	g);	makes	12 donuts	or	24	donut	holes.	
Contains egg, milk, wheat, barley. 
#100520   $9    

	H.		Dulce	de	Leche	Cake Mix 
Make a rich, decadent, buttery cake with a sweet caramel 
flavor.	19 oz.	(538	g);	makes	a	9"	x	13"	(23	x	33-cm)	cake.	
Contains wheat, barley, milk. 
#100646   $10     

 I.  Italian Herb Bread Mix 
Just add water to create a rustic Italian loaf flavored with 
Romano	cheese,	herbs,	garlic,	and	tomato.	12.4	oz.	(351 g).	
Contains wheat, barley, milk. 
#100522   $9     

 J.  	Pancake	&	Waffle	Mix 
12.6	oz.	(357	g);	makes	about	24	medium	pancakes	or	
8 waffles.	Contains egg, milk, wheat, barley. 
#100515   $9    

 K.  Rosemary Focaccia Bread Mix 
Make flavorful oven-baked bread with a crispy outside 
and soft, chewy inside that’s ready in a fraction of the 
time	traditional	recipes	take.	15.4	oz.	(436	g).	Contains 
wheat, barley.  
#100947   $11    

 L.  Sourdough Bread Mix 
No	starter	needed!	Just	add	water	for	a	loaf	with	a	crisp	
outer crust, chewy center, and mild, tangy flavor. 12.2 oz. 
(345	g).	Contains wheat, rye, barley. 
#100819   $9    

Also Shown:
Deluxe Stand Mixer (p. 35)
12" (30-cm) Stainless Steel Nonstick Skillet (p. 23)
Half Sheet Pan (p. 26)
Stone	Loaf	Pan	(p.	29)
Stackable	Cooling	Rack	Set	(p.	46)
Rectangle	Stone	(p.	29) 
Stone Round Baker (p. 30)

Baking Mixes 
With just a few basic ingredients and a couple easy steps, you can make baked goods that taste like they took hours.
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Sets & More
Taco Night Set 
Make	taco	night	easy	and	delicious!	Includes	the	Tortilla	Warmer	(p.	59),	 
Mix ‘N Chop®	Spatula	(p. 16),	and	Everything	Taco	Seasoning	(p.	51).	
(Pictured above.) 
#100822   $41 $39

Spice Organizer 
Keep spices, seasonings, and TasteBuds packets neatly organized with this  
two-tier	expandable	organizer.	Use	the	two	drawers	for	small	items. Plastic.	
(Pictured above.) 
#100485   $29.50   

   Season’s Best ® (Spring/Summer 2024) 
Get 15 simple, classic recipes with fresh flavor that are 
perfect for spring and summer get-togethers. 
#101164   $2 

Meal Mixes 
These ready-to-use mixes let  
you create restaurant-quality  
meals at home.

Chili Mix  
A blend of chili pepper, cumin, oregano, garlic, and 
bell	pepper.	Add	it	to	tacos,	nachos,	and	dips,	too!	
Includes	three	1.4-oz.	(39-g) packets	that	serve	six	
people each.  
#100524   $11     

 Minestrone Soup Mix  
Use this unique blend of vegetables and spices to 
create	a	classic	Italian	dish.	2.8	oz.	(79.38	g);	makes	
six 1-cup (250-mL) servings. Contains celery.  
#100780   $6     

Pad Thai Mix 
Add protein, soy sauce, and noodles. Includes three 
2.5-oz. (70-g) packets that serve six people each. 
Salt-free. Contains sesame. 
#100526   $11     

Scampi Mix  
Just add butter, white wine, protein, and noodles. 
Includes	three	0.7-oz.	(19-g)	packets	that	serve	six	
people each. Contains milk.  
#100715   $11     

Tortilla Soup Mix 
Make a southwest-inspired soup that’s packed 
with	zesty	flavor.	3.6	oz.	(102	g);	makes	six	1-cup	
(250-mL) servings. 
#100777   $6     

Tuscan-Style Herb Chicken Mix 
A blend of onion, garlic, and herbs that’s perfect for 
chicken, veggies, and meat alternatives. Includes 
three	1.4-oz. (39-g) packets	that	serve	six	people	
each. Contains celery.  
#100525   $11     

Meal Mix Set  
Includes three packets of Pad Thai Mix, three packets 
of Scampi Mix, and Pasta Tongs (p. 17). 
#100764   $48 $43

Flavored Oils  
These oils are great for dipping bread and make  
the	best	salad	dressings	and glazes.

 Basil-Infused Olive Oil 
Add the peppery and slightly sweet flavor of basil to your favorite recipes.  
Made	with	combination	of	pure	olive	oil	and	extra-virgin	olive	oil.	8 fl.	oz.	
(236 mL).	Salt-free. 
#100647   $20     

 Garlic-Infused Canola Oil 
Get	great	garlic	flavor	in	every	bite	of	your	meals.	8 fl.	oz.	(236 mL).	Salt-free. 
#9677   $16     

 Garlic-Parmesan Olive Oil  
Add rich garlic and Parmesan flavor that will elevate any recipe. Made with  
high-quality	olive	oil	and	Champagne	vinegar.	8 fl.	oz.	(236	mL).	Salt-free. 
#100648   $21   

RECIPES YOU’LL LOVE

Shrimp Grill-Fry | Steak Quesarito | White Bean, Kale & Chicken Sausage Stew | Pizza Grilled Cheese

→ Get them on pamperedchef.com

Sauces 
Pour these sauces over cream cheese for 
an easy app, serve as a dip, or brush on 
meat and veggies. 

 Blueberry Sriracha Sauce 
The slight heat of sriracha and summery blueberry is 
great	for	grilling,	dips,	or	vinaigrettes.	14	oz.	(396	g);	
23 servings. Contains mustard, celery. Available while 
supplies last. 
#101150   $18     

 Chili Peach Sauce 
Use this sweet and spicy sauce featuring peaches and 
chili peppers for shrimp, wings, or grilled veggies. 
14 oz.	(396	g);	22	servings.	 
#101138   $16     

Raspberry Habanero Sauce 
Made with raspberries, habanero peppers, apple cider 
vinegar, and lemon juice. 14.5 oz.	(411 g);	11 servings. 
#9702   $15     

Spicy Pineapple Rum Sauce 
A blend of pineapples, apricots, mango, rum, allergen-
free coconut flavor, and crushed red pepper flakes. 
14.5 oz. (411 g);	11	servings.	 
#9807   $15    

 Sweet Onion Sauce 
Add this sweet and savory sauce made with Vidalia® 
onions to sandwiches, pulled pork, or chicken wings. 
13.5 oz. (382 g); 11 servings. Contains mustard, 
soy, celery. 
#101139   $16     

Teriyaki Sauce With Honey 
A sweet-and-savory blend of honey, soy sauce, ginger, 
sesame,	and	garlic.	14.5 oz.	(411	g);	11	servings.	
Contains soy, sesame, wheat. 
#9666   $15

Elevate meals 
with high-quality 
flavored oils.

Boost the flavor of 
meats and veggies 
with our new sauces.
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Bell Pepper 
Herb Rub 
With garlic, onion, 
oregano, and fennel. 
1.75 oz. (49 g).	
Contains mustard. 
#9578   $6     

Black Garlic Seasoning Mix 
A bold, rich, and slightly sweet blend 
of black garlic and savory herbs. 
2.3 oz.	(65	g).	Contains milk.  
#100857   $8     

Black	Truffle	&	Herb	 
Seasoning Mix 
A blend of black truffles, garlic, 
basil, tarragon, parsley, and chives. 
2.5 oz. (70 g). 
#100858   $8     

Chili Lime Rub  
A blend of chili peppers, cumin, onion, 
garlic and lime juice. 2 oz. (56 g). 
#9664   $6     
Chipotle Rub 
Peppers, smoked paprika, garlic,  
and	cilantro.	1.5	oz.	(42	g). 
#9880   $6     
Crushed Peppercorn & 
Garlic Rub 
With chili pepper, coriander, and 
caraway.	2.25 oz. (63 g). 
#9736   $6     
Garlic & Herb Rub 
With onion, tomato, basil, rosemary, 
and	parsley.	1.9 oz.	(53	g). 
#9492   $6     
Garlic Rub 
With onion and chives. 2.2 oz. 
(62 g).	Contains sesame. 
#9056   $6     
Greek Rub 
Oregano, lemon, garlic, and a  
hint	of	mint.	1.5	oz.	(42	g).	 
#9870   $6     

Jamaican Jerk Rub 
Allspice, nutmeg, cinnamon,  
and	thyme.	2.1	oz.	(59	g). 
#9812   $6     
Lemon Garlic Rub 
A vibrant blend of lemon, garlic,  
and black pepper. 2 oz. (58 g). 
#100503   $6     
Savory Maple Spice Blend 
A sweet-heat blend of maple flavor 
and spices. 2.5 oz. (70 g).  
#100939   $8     

Smoky Applewood Rub 
With chilies, garlic, cumin, cinnamon, 
and molasses. 2.3 oz. (65 g). 
#9668   $6     
Smoky Barbecue Rub 
With paprika, garlic, onion, 
molasses, decaffeinated ground 
coffee,	and	tomato.	2.1	oz.	(59	g).	
Contains mustard. 
#9722   $6     
Three Onion Rub 
A blend of yellow, red, and  
green onions. Use in place of  
fresh onions. 1.3 oz. (36 g). 
#9659   $6     

All-Purpose Dill Mix 
With garlic, onion, and 
parsley.	1.25 oz. (35 g).	
Salt-free. Contains celery. 
#9713   $7     
Coarse Sea & 
Himalayan Salt 
Premium salt blend.  
6.5	oz.	(184	g). 
#9864   $8     

Everything Bagel Seasoning 
Sesame and poppy seeds, garlic, 
and onion. 3.6 oz. (102 g). 
Contains sesame.  
#100505   $8     
Everything but the 
Pizza Seasoning 
Tomato, onion, garlic, and  
Parmesan	cheese.	3.5	oz.	(99	g).	
Contains milk. 
#100502   $8      
Everything Taco Seasoning 
Chili pepper, garlic, cumin, onion, 
and	tomato.	3.7 oz.	(104.9	g). 
#100778   $8     
Garlic Parmesan Seasoning 
A blend of Italian flavors that’s 
perfect	for	air	frying.	3.8	oz.	(107 g).	
Contains milk. 
#100808   $8     

Honey Sriracha Seasoning 
A sweet, tangy, and spicy blend that’s 
perfect	for	air	frying.	2.9	oz.	(82	g). 
#100809   $8     
Italian Seasoning Mix 
A classic herb blend with onion and 
garlic.	Salt-free.	1.5 oz. (42 g). 
#9719   $7     
Rotisserie Seasoning 
A blend of salt, onions, garlic, and 
spices that’s perfect for air frying. 
4.2 oz. (119	g). 
#100513   $7     
Rosemary Herb Seasoning Mix 
With	thyme,	lemon,	and garlic.	
2 oz. (56	g). 
#9733   $7     
Salt & Vinegar Seasoning 
A tangy blend that’s perfect 
for	air	frying.	4.2 oz.	(119	g).	
Contains mustard. 
#100514   $8     
Seasoning Salt 
An intensely flavored blend of onion, 
garlic, pepper, paprika, and herbs. 
4.9	oz.	(140	g).	Contains celery. 
#100381   $8     

 Southwestern Seasoning Mix 
A blend of onion, garlic, chili 
peppers, cilantro, and cumin. 
2.25 oz. (63 g). 
#9714   $7     

Carnitas Slow 
Cooker Seasoning 
Peppers, chilies, and 
spices.	4.1 oz. (116	g). 
#9697   $9     

 Chimichurri Seasoning Mix 
A tangy herbaceous blend of parsley, 
oregano, black pepper, chili pepper, 
and	thyme.	2.4	oz.	(68	g). 
#100950   $9     

French Onion Dip Mix 
A savory blend of onion and herbs. 
4.7 oz. (133 g). 
#100517   $9     
Garden Vegetable Dip Mix 
A blend of onion, bell pepper, carrot, 
tomato,	garlic,	and	herbs.	3.8 oz.	
(108 g).	Contains milk. 
#100649   $9     
Green	Goddess	Seasoning Mix 
A vibrant blend of herbs, zesty 
onion,	citrus,	and	spices.	4	oz.	
(113 g).	Contains celery. 
#100878   $9     
Guacamole Mix 
Add to mashed avocado, queso, or 
salsa.	3.2	oz.	(90	g). 
#100504   $9     
Herb & Onion Slow 
Cooker Seasoning 
Onions, bell peppers, leeks, 
garlic,	and	herbs.	3.2	oz.	(90	g).	
Contains milk, celery. 
#9696   $9     

Seasonings & Rubs 
Just a sprinkle adds flavor to any meal or snack.

Change up  
grilled cheese with 
Everything but the 
Pizza Seasoning.

Add flavor 
to soup with 
Garlic Rub.

Spice up wraps and  
guacamole with Chipotle Rub. 

Seasoning Sets 
 Barbecue Seasoning Set  

Includes exclusive Kansas City-
Style	Barbecue	Rub	(2.4 oz./68 g),	
exclusive South Carolina-Style 
Barbecue	Rub	(2.6 oz./73 g),	
Smoky Applewood Rub, and Smoky 
Barbecue Rub. (Pictured above.)	
Available while supplies last. 
#101165   $23 

Air Fryer Seasoning Set 
Includes Rotisserie, Garlic 
Parmesan, and Salt & Vinegar 
Seasonings. 
#100872   $23 $19 
Everything Seasoning Set 
Includes Everything Bagel, Pizza, 
and	Taco Seasonings. 
#100871   $24 $19 

 Dip Mix Set 
Includes French Onion Dip Mix, 
Green Goddess Seasoning Mix,  
and Guacamole Mix. 
(Pictured above.) 
#101166   $27 $26
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Since 1991, we’ve partnered with  
Feeding America® to help people  
experiencing hunger. Here’s how you  
can spread kitchen kindness with us:

* $1 helps provide at least 10 meals secured by Feeding America® on behalf of local partner 
food banks. Pampered Chef® guarantees a minimum donation of $250,000 through the 
purchase of select Pampered Chef ® products and other fundraising activities associated 
with the Round-Up from the Heart®	campaign	from	Sept. 1, 2023–Aug. 31, 2024.	 
Meal claim valid as of November 2023, and subject to change. 

 Multicolor Kitchen Utensil Set  
Includes a spoon, slotted spoon, turner, and small 
turner. Nylon. Each purchase will help provide  
at least 10 meals* to Feeding America®. 
#2436   $26       

 1.  Round up your order	to	benefit	your	local	 
Feeding America partner food bank.

 2.  Buy the Multicolor Kitchen Utensil Set ,  
and	$1	goes	to	Feeding America.	

 3.  Host a fundraiser and up to 15%  
of the sales will support the cause. 

Fill a happy couple’s kitchen with long-lasting 
products designed for the way they cook. With 

your consultant’s help, discover even more 
products to cherish for years to come.

Contact your consultant to start a registry and book a wedding shower today!

For a Lifetime of Cooking Together

Earn free  
and discounted 

products.

Get personalized 
recommendations 

from a product 
expert.

Get 10% off all 
purchases for a 
full year after  

the shower.

Host a Wedding Shower & Earn Rewards

52     Shop with a consultant.   |   Host a party. Get rewards.   



Key to Symbols:   Only in the index   Lifetime Guarantee   Limited Guarantee   Years of Guarantee   Dishwasher-Safe  New Consultant Kit Product

BAKEWARE NEW Brownie Bite Pan
P. 46
#101172   $29.50   

NEW Brownie Pan
P. 46
#101170   $29.50   

NEW Brownie Pan Set
P. 46
#101198   $67 $55

NEW Brownie Set
P. 46
#101192   $40 $35   

NEW Muffin	Pan
P. 46
#101171   $29.50   

Donut Hole Pan
P. 46
#100373   $29.50   

NEW Donut Hole Set
P. 46
#100548   $59.50 $54

Donut Pan
P. 46
#100019   $29.50   

Fluted Cake Pan
P. 46
#1603   $25   

Large	Muffin	Pan
P. 46
#100595   $29.50   

 Mini Fluted Cake Pan
Makes six mini bundt cakes.  
14½"	x	10"	(37	cm	x	25	cm).	
#1602   $33   

Mini Loaf Pan
P. 46
#100020   $29.50   

8" (20-cm) Square Pan 
With Lid
P. 46
#100668   $35   

 9"	(23-cm)	Springform Pan
Removable bottom and sides.
#100596   $29.50   

 Waffle	Stick	Pan
Makes	six	waffle	sticks.
#100018   $29.50   

9" x 13" (23 x 33-cm) Pan 
With Lid
P. 46
#100667   $39.50   

Cake Set
P. 46
#100886   $45 $40

Numbers and Letters  
Cake Pan
P. 46
#100279   $43.50   

Round Cake Pans
P. 46
#100901   $40   

Secret Center Cake Pan
P. 46
#100666   $45   

Tart Pan With Lid
P. 46
#100669   $39.50   

NEW Tube Cake Pan
P. 46
#101110   $37   

Cookie Sheet
P. 26
#1574   $28     

Cookie Sheet Set
P. 26
#1592   $63 $55

Modular Sheet Pans
P. 26
#100597   $42     

Medium Sheet Pan
P. 26
#1772   $24.50     

Large Sheet Pan
P. 26
#1771   $27     

Half Sheet Pan
P. 26
#1767   $35    

Half Sheet Pan &  
Baking Rack Set
P. 26
#100104   $54.50    
Pan 

Stackable Cooling Rack
P. 46
#1587   $23.50   

Stackable Cooling Rack Set
P. 46
#1588   $47 $35   

 Snack Bar Maker Set
Includes silicone tray, storage lid, and 
Teal Mini Nylon Serving Spatula.
#100001   $32   
Select Parts   

BAKING 
ACCESSORIES

Baker’s Roller®

P. 45
#1485   $25    

Tapered Rolling Pin
P. 45
#100739   $35   

Batter Mixer & Dispenser
P. 45
#100082   $54.50     

Easy Accent® Decorator
P. 45
#100260   $36     

NEW Whipped Cream 
Maker & Decorator
P. 46
#100741   $35     

Bowl	&	Bench	Scraper Set
P. 45
#100600   $24.50    

 Boat Press Set
Works	with	Brownie	Pan,	Muffin	 
Pan, and Mini Loaf Pan. Square:  
2"	(7.5 cm).	Round:	3"	(5	cm).	 
Loaf:	2¾"	x	4"	(7 cm x 10 cm).	 
#100123   $18     

Brown Sugar Keeper Set
P. 45
#100025   $15   

Cake Tester & Releaser
P. 46
#1794   $8    

Cupcake Baking Set
P. 45
#100747   $65    

Decorating Bag Set
P. 45
#100844   $35     

Dual Piping Bags
P. 45
#100902   $35    

 Hand Pie & Pocket Maker
P. 45
#100601   $20     

Icing Smoother
P. 45
#100903   $17    

Icing Spatula
P. 45
#100904   $18    

INDEX
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5.5" (14-cm) Cast 
Iron Skillet Set
P. 25
#100250   $48   

10" (25-cm) Cast  
Iron Skillet
P. 25
#100178   $50   

 12" (30-cm)  
Cast Iron Skillet
P. 25
#100179   $70   

12" (30-cm) Cast Iron Grill 
Pan Skillet
P. 25
#100826   $89   

Cast Iron Sizzle Skillet
P. 25
#100369   $89    

Cast Iron Sizzle Skillet &
Wood Trivet
P. 25
#100528   $125    
Skillet ; Trivet 

1-qt. (1-L) Enameled 
Cast Iron Baker
P. 24
#100248   $55     

2-qt. (2-L) Enameled  
Cast Iron Baker
P. 24
#100247   $75     

6-qt. (5.7-L) Enameled 
Dutch Oven
P. 24
#100249   $199     

Enameled Cast Iron Set
P. 24
#100539   $329 $289    

Enameled Cast Iron Skillet 
With Lid
P. 24
#100594   $170     

14" x 10" (35-cm x 25-cm) 
Enameled Cast Iron Pan
P. 24
#100593   $199     
Pan ; Rack 

8" (20-cm) Signature 
Nonstick Fry	Pan
P. 22
#2729   $80    
Pan ; Removable Handle 

10" (25-cm) Signature 
Nonstick Fry Pan
P. 22
#2734   $120    
Pan ; Removable Handle 

Small Spreader 
P. 46
#2071   $12    

Pastry Mat
P. 45
#1718   $39.50     

 Reversible Silicone  
Baking Mat
Fits	on	our	Cookie	Sheet!	Evenly	space	
cookies and keep them from sticking. 
#1732   $33     

Powdered Sugar Shaker
P. 45
#100023   $19.50    
Select Parts  

Small Scoop
P. 45
#2530   $21     

Medium Scoop
P. 45
#2540   $22     

Large Scoop
P. 45
#1790   $23    

Extra-Large Scoop
P. 45
#100830   $25    

CLEANING NEW Kitchen Cleaning Set
P. 19
#101154   $53 $50   

NEW Easy Clean  
Bottle Brush
P. 19
#101123   $15    

NEW Easy Clean  
Kitchen Brush
P. 19
#101121   $15     

Dual-Sided Cleaning Brush
P. 19
#100832   $8    

Utensil Scrubber
P. 19
#100751   $15    

COOKING 
ACCESSORIES

 Cookware Protector Set
Keep cookware safe. Includes  
one 20" (50-cm) and two 16"  
(40-cm) protectors.
#2888   $13   

Instant-Read Food 
Thermometer
P. 19
#100121   $52   

Pizza Peel
P. 29
#100257   $39.50   

 Round Silicone  
Trivet, Small
Heat-safe	to	450°F	(230°C).	
6¾" (17.5 cm).
#100527   $12    

Nesting Silicone Trivets
P. 18
#100366   $37    

Microwave Grip Set
P. 18
#100201   $10    

Mini Oven Mitts
P. 18
#100176   $17    

Silicone Oven Mitt Set
P. 18
#100198   $39.50   

Brilliance Pan  
Handle Protector
P. 21
#100927   $12    

Silicone Helper  
Handle Protectors
P. 21
#100820   $10    

NEW Silicone Handle 
Protector Set
P. 21
#101155   $22 $20    

Splatter Screen
P. 22
#2407   $27    
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COOKWARE

Type Heat-Safe Cooking Sources Dishwasher-Safe Metal Utensil–Safe Guarantee

Cast Iron 650°F (343°C) Stovetop, Induction, Oven, 
Broiler, Grill, Campfire No Yes Lifetime

Enameled Cast Iron 500°F (260°C) Stovetop, Induction, Oven Yes No Lifetime

Signature Nonstick Vessel: 480°F (250°C)
Lid: 400°F (200°C) Stovetop, Oven Yes Yes Lifetime

Brilliance Nonstick Vessel: 480°F (250°C) 
Lid: 400°F (200°C) Induction, Stovetop, Oven Yes No 10 Years

Rockcrok® Vessel: 752°F (400°C)  
Lid: 400°F (200°C)

Stovetop, Oven, Broiler, 
Microwave, Grill Yes Yes 5 Years

Stainless Steel Nonstick Vessel: 450°F (230°C)  
Lid: 400°F (200°C) Stovetop, Induction, Oven Yes Yes Lifetime
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12" (30-cm) Signature 
Nonstick Skillet
P. 22
#2737   $200   
Pan ; Removable Handle 

Signature Nonstick  
Saute	&	Steam Pan
P. 22
#100368   $245     
Pan ; Removable Handle ;  
Steamer & Helper Handle 

2-qt. (1.9-L) Signature 
Nonstick Sauce Pan
P. 22
#2735   $130    
Pan ; Removable Handle 

5.25-qt. (5-L) Signature 
Nonstick Stock Pot
P. 22
#2736   $180    

Cast Iron Grill Press
P. 25
#100828   $55    

Signature Nonstick  
Grill	Pan &	Press	Set
P. 22
#100891   $245 
Pan & Press ; Removable Handle 
Select Parts 

Signature Nonstick Double 
Burner Grill & Grill Press Set
P. 22
#100890   $325   
Select Parts 

8.5" (21-cm) Brilliance 
Nonstick Fry Pan
P. 21
#100730   $65    

10" (25-cm) Brilliance 
Nonstick Fry Pan
P. 21
#100731   $95    

12" (30-cm) Brilliance  
Nonstick Weeknight Skillet
P. 21
#100897   $165    

2-qt. (1.9-L) Brilliance 
Nonstick Sauce	Pan
P. 21
#100733   $110    

4-qt. (3.8-L) Brilliance 
Nonstick Sauce Pan
P. 21
#100734   $145    

5-qt. (4.7-L) Brilliance 
Nonstick Saute Pan
P. 21
#100732   $165    

8-qt. (7.6-L) Brilliance 
Nonstick Stock Pot
P. 21
#100735   $185    

2-Piece Brilliance Nonstick 
Cookware Set
P. 21
#100773   $160    

5-Piece Brilliance Nonstick 
Cookware Set
P. 21
#100772   $375    
Cookware & Lids ; Protectors 

Rockcrok® Dutch Oven
P. 26
#3140   $150     

Rockcrok® Digital 
Slow Cooker Stand
P. 26
#100467   $99   

Rockcrok® 4-qt. (3.8-L)  
Slow Cooker Set
P. 26
#100850   $249 $215 

8.5" (22-cm) Stainless Steel 
Nonstick Skillet
P. 23
#100664   $125     

10" (25-cm) Stainless Steel 
Nonstick Skillet
P. 23
#2087   $145     

12" (30-cm) Stainless Steel 
Nonstick Skillet
P. 23
#2088   $210     

Stainless	Steel	Nonstick Wok
P. 23
#100111   $240     

Personal Pizza Stone
P. 29
#100253   $30     

 Medium Pizza Stone
P. 29
#100252   $40     

Pizza Stone
P. 29
#100251   $50     

Rectangle Stone
P. 29
#100280   $45     

Small Stone Bar Pan
P. 29
#100256   $30     

Medium Stone Bar Pan
P. 29
#100255   $40     

Stone Bar Pan 
P. 29
#100384   $50    

Stone Loaf Pan
P. 29
#100221   $35    

Stoneware Starter Set 
P. 29
#100292   $135 $112    

Mini Deep Covered Baker 
P. 30
#100898   $70    

Deep Covered Baker
P. 30
#100899   $105    

Stone Pie Plate
P. 30
#100738   $50     

Stone Round Baker
P. 30
#100900   $50    

Bread Making Set
P. 30
#101091   $61 $55

STONEWARE

Type Heat-Safe Cooking Sources Dishwasher-Safe Metal Utensil–Safe Guarantee

Unglazed Stones Oven: 500°F (260°C) 
Broiler: 550°F (287°C) Oven, Broiler, Microwave Yes Yes 3 Years

White Satin  
Partially Glazed Stones 500°F (260°C) Oven, Microwave Yes Yes (may cause marring on 

glazed surfaces) 3 Years

Fully Glazed Stones 450°F (230°C) Oven, Microwave Yes Yes 3 Years
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 Stone Square Baker
9½"	x	8½"	(24	cm	x	22	cm).
#100916   $55    

 Stone Rectangular Baker
9"	x	13"	(23	cm	x	33	cm).
#100774   $65     

 Stone Square  
Serving Tray
10" x 8½" (25 cm x 22 cm).
#100917   $40    

 Stone Serving Tray
10"	x	15¾"	(25	cm	x	40	cm).
#100775   $45    

Serving Tray Set
P. 30
#101099   $85 $77    

Stone Square Baker With Tray
P. 30
#100915   $95    

Stone Rectangular Baker 
With Tray
P. 30
#100736   $110    

Large Round Stone
P. 30
#100737   $59.50    

 Entertaining Platter Set
Large:	15½"	x	10¾"	(39	cm	x	27	cm).	
Medium: 13" x 8½" (33 cm x 22 cm).
#1471   $80    

Stoneware Chip &  
Dip Set
P. 31
#100106   $80    

Stoneware  
Entertaining Set
P. 31
#100220   $200    

 Pan Scraper Set
Set of three. 3" x 2¼"  
(7.5 cm x 5.5 cm).
#100258   $6    

CUTTING & 
PREP TOOLS

Coated Bread Knife
P. 11
#100752   $22    

 Coated Chef’s Knife
P. 11
#100838   $23    

Coated Paring Knife
P. 11
#100839   $15    

Coated Santoku Knife
P. 11
#100840   $22    

Coated Tomato Knife
P. 11
#100841   $18    

Coated Utility Knife
P. 11
#100842   $18    

Coated Knife Set
P. 11
#100837   $118 $99    

Coated Steak Knife Set
P. 11
#100750   $49.50    

Spreading Knife Set
P. 11
#100909   $15    

Kitchen Paring Knife Set
P. 11
#100035   $13    

Kitchen Paring Knife
P. 11
#100034   $7.50    

My Safe Cutter
P. 11
#100491   $7    

Kitchen Shears
P. 10
#1593   $36   

 Carving Set
Includes a knife, fork, and wood  
storage case with magnetic closure. 
Knife has an 8" (20-cm) blade;  
Fork is 10" (25 cm).
#100476   $175    
Knife & Fork ; Case 

5" (13-cm) Utility Knife
P. 10
#1576   $49.50   

5" (13-cm) Santoku Knife
P. 10
#1577   $69.50   

8" (20-cm) Chef’s Knife
P. 10
#1575   $94.50   

Knife Set
P. 10
#1609   $379.50 
Knives & Shears ;  
Block & Honing Tool 

Steak Knife Set
P. 10
#1581   $139  
Knives ; Case 

Nylon Knife
P. 11
#1169   $10    

NEW Serrated Nylon Knife
P. 11
#101124   $12    

Cut & Store Containers
P. 13
#100677   $30    

Bar Board
P. 11
#1001   $14.50     

Cutting Board
P. 11
#1012   $22     

Large Grooved  
Cutting Board  
P. 11
#1023   $35     

Prep Board
P. 12
#101143   $89    

Store & Serve
P. 12
#100906   $99    

Prep & Store System
P. 12
#100929   $188 $180    

  Small Flexible  
Cutting Mat Set
Set of three. 8½" x 10½"  
(22 cm x 26 cm).
#1523   $12    

Flexible Cutting Mat Set
P. 11
#1519   $22     

Cut-N-Seal®

P. 8
#100130   $14.50    

 Can Strainer
Fits most standard cans.  
3½"	(9	cm).
#2495   $12    

Citrus Juicer & Zester
P. 18
#100361   $25    

 Citrus Press
P. 18
#2595   $23     
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 Coating Trays & Tongs
P. 34
#100577   $30     

 Digital Kitchen Timer
Run up to four timers at once. Has a 
magnet and a clip that can attach to 
your	belt	or	flip	open	as	a	stand.
#100479   $25   

NEW Flexible Basting Bottle
P. 42
#101125   $20    

Kitchen Spritzer
P. 19
#100475   $30    
Select Parts  

 Meat Tenderizer  
Flat side and toothed side. Heavy-duty 
chrome-plated zinc. 6" (15 cm).
#2705   $35       
Select Parts  

2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Stainless  
Steel Colander
P. 14
#100912   $40    

5-qt. (4.7-L) Stainless 
Steel Colander
P. 14
#100692   $45     

 Scoop Loop®

Use the large end to remove seeds 
from pumpkins, melons, and peppers, 
and the small end for tomatoes and 
cucumbers. 5" (13 cm).
#1142   $10    

Stainless Steel 
Colander Set
P. 14
#101101   $85 $80    

Stainless Steel  
Mesh Colander Set
P. 14
#2797   $42    

 Jar Opener
Grip stubborn lids up to  
3½"	(9	cm)	wide.	
#2677   $17.50   

 Multi-Blade Sharpener
Refresh the Manual Food Processor, 
Food Chopper, and more.  
9¼"	(23.5	cm)	long.
#1135   $24.50   

Apple Wedger 
P. 7
#2427   $22    

Pineapple Wedger 
P. 7
#2416   $25    

Stone-Fruit Wedger
P. 7
#100834   $30    

Veggie Wedger
P. 7
#100727   $32    

Avocado Tool
P. 8
#100355   $18    

Cherry & Olive Pitter
P. 7
#100353   $25    

Close & Cut Set
P. 9
#100922   $49.50    
Close & Cut 

Corer
P. 7
#100267   $18    

 Crinkle Cutter
The stainless steel blade is beveled 
on both sides, so you can use it 
right- or left-handed. Includes a cover. 
6" (15 cm).
#1089   $17    

 Egg Slicer Plus®

Make thin, even slices of hard-boiled 
eggs, soft veggies, fruits, and cheese. 
Stainless steel wires and a  
removable frame.
#1182   $17    

 Cup Slicer
P. 8
#100860   $25    

Food Chopper
P. 9
#2585   $45    

Garlic Prep Tool
P. 18
#100908   $34    

 Garlic Press
P. 18
#2576   $24.50    

Kernel Cutter
P. 8
#1114   $15    

 Manual Food Processor
P. 9
#2593   $65     
Select Parts 

Adjustable Zester
P. 7
#100482   $30     

 Adjustable  
Coarse Grater
P. 7
#100481   $40     

Adjustable Double Grater
P. 7
#100472   $55     

 3-Piece Peeler Set
Includes a vegetable peeler, serrated 
peeler, and julienne peeler with covers.
#100189   $18    

Vegetable Peeler 
P. 34
#1071   $13.50    

 Cheese Knife
The cover lets you store it safely, 
protects	fingers,	and	has	a	thumb	rest	
to give extra leverage while planing.
#100478   $17     

 Citrus Peeler
Score, slice, and separate citrus and 
the outer layer of onions.
#100269   $3    

 Citrus & Onion  
Peelers Set
Set of two.
#100265   $5    

Pizza & Crust Cutter
P. 29
#1303   $24.50    

 Professional Shears
Spring-loaded with ergonomic handle. 
Includes a cover. Stainless steel blades.
#1088   $34.50    

Quick Shred
P. 18
#100122   $29.50    

Quick Slice
P. 8
#1181   $45    

 Rapid-Prep Mandoline
P. 9
#100351   $70    

French Fry Kit
P. 34
#100544   $91.50 $82

 Veggie Spiralizer
Turn veggies into ribbons, spaghetti, 
or fettuccine. Includes blade guard. 
10¾" (27	cm).
#2111   $76    

 Salad Chopper
P. 18
#2582   $39.50    

Simple Slicer
P. 8
#1099   $44    

Smooth-Edge  
Can Opener
P. 18
#2759   $29.50   

Spider Strainer
P. 17
#100694   $20    

Stainless	Steel	Egg Separator
P. 17
#100678   $20    
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ENTERTAINING
 Metal Straws

Includes two stainless steel straws, 
wire brush, and nylon storage bag. 10" 
(25.5 cm)	long.	¼" (6-mm)	diameter.
#100092   $10    

Electric Wine Opener
P. 39
#1489   $55   

Wine Essential Tools
P. 39
#1798   $65  

 Wine Tumblers With Bag
Includes a carrying bag and two  
12-oz. (350-mL) tumblers.
#100095   $67    
Select Parts 

Lazy Susan
P. 43
#100128   $50   

NEW Wood Cake Stand
P. 46
#101111   $49   

1-qt. (1-L) Insulated 
Serving Bowl
P. 43
#100262   $45    

2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Insulated 
Serving Bowl
P. 43
#100263   $60    

Insulated Serving  
Bowl Set
P. 43
#100287   $105 $95   

4-qt. (3.8-L) Insulated 
Serving Bowl
P. 43
#100746   $90    

On-the-Go 2-qt. (1.9-L) 
Serving Bowl
P. 42
#100847   $60   

On-the-Go 5-qt. (4.7-L) 
Serving Bowl
P. 42
#100848   $99   

On-the-Go Serving Bowl Set
P. 42
#100868   $159 $150   

NEW Insulated Pitcher
P. 43
#101117   $70   

Quick-Stir® Pitcher
P. 42
#2278   $28    

Family-Size  
Quick-Stir® Pitcher
P. 42
#2277   $33    

 Salad Claws
Separate to toss, snap together to  
serve without crushing greens.  
Nest to store. 6" (15 cm). 
#100191   $14.50    

Salt & Pepper Grinder Set
P. 43
#2412   $67   

NEW Stainless Steel 
Tongs Set
P. 43
#101118   $19    

Wood Salad Bowl 
& Servers Set
P. 42
#100186   $52.50   

KITCHEN TOOLS
Bento Lunch Box
P. 13
#100745   $30     
Select Parts 

Herb Prep Set
P. 13
#100224   $62    
Herb Mill ;  
Herb Keeper & Herb Stripper 

Salad Cutting Bowl
P. 9
#100086   $25    

Salad Cutting Bowl Set
P. 9
#100923   $45    

Bag	Clip	&	Slicer Set
P. 13
#100836   $10   

NEW Twixit!® Clip Set
P. 13
#100843   $13    

 All-Purpose Spreader
Split bagels and top with your favorite 
spread. Serrated stainless steel blade. 
4"	(10-cm)	blade.
#1642   $13    

 Bamboo Spoon Set
Stir without scratching cookware. 
10" (25	cm)	and	12"	(30	cm).
#1674   $17    

 Chef’s Silicone  
Basting Brush
The handle hooks onto your bowl, so 
messes stay contained.
#1755   $14.50    

 Small Chef’s Tongs 
P. 17
#2957   $21    

 Large Chef’s Tongs 
P. 17
#2955   $26    

Pasta Tongs
P. 17
#100359   $26    

Saute Tongs
P. 17
#2956   $17    

Spatula Tongs
P. 17
#100835   $26    

Whisk Tongs
P. 16
#100913   $25    

Meal Mix Set
P. 50
#100764   $48 $43   

Tongs Set
P. 17
#100535   $64     

 Silicone & Wood Utensil Set
Acacia handles with silicone heads. 
Nonstick-safe. Includes a spoon, 
slotted spatula, and pasta spoon.
#100219   $32   

Ice Cream Scoop
P. 42
#100264   $14.50    

 Mix ‘N Chop®

P. 16
#2583   $16    

Mix ‘N Chop® Spatula
P. 16
#100676   $18    

 Mix ‘N Masher
Perfect for potatoes, guacamole,  
and baby food.
#2685   $16    

 Multicolor Kitchen  
Utensil Set
P. 52
#2436   $26    

Funnels With Strainer
P. 19
#100911   $10    

Oil & Vinegar Dispenser
P. 19
#100670   $35     
Select Parts  

Potato Masher
P. 17
#100268   $20    

Scoop ‘N Drain
P. 16
#1622   $16    
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 Mini Nylon  
Serving Spatula
Perfect for removing treats from the 
Brownie Pan and other cookware.
#2438   $7    

 Teal Mini Nylon  
Serving Spatula  
Perfect for removing treats from the 
Brownie Pan and other cookware.
#1406   $7    

Mini Serving Spatula 
P. 16
#2622   $10    

Large Serving Spatula 
P. 16
#2626   $18    

Slice ‘N Serve®

P. 16
#1166   $16    

Silicone Angled Turner
P. 16
#100680   $16    

Silicone Egg Turner
P. 16
#100728   $16    

Silicone Fish Spatula
P. 16
#100686   $16    

Silicone Pasta Fork
P. 16
#100683   $16    

Silicone Scoop &  
Serve Spatula
P. 16
#100687   $16    

Silicone Slotted Spoon
P. 16
#100685   $16    

Silicone Turner
P. 16
#100689   $16    

Silicone Spoon
P. 16
#100684   $16    

Silicone Straining Ladle
P. 16
#100682   $16    

Silicone Slotted Turner
P. 16
#100679   $16    

Silicone Utensil Set
P. 16
#100807   $48 $43.50      

Small Silicone Spatula
P. 16
#100688   $16    

 Toaster Tongs
Safely grip hot food. 8" (20 cm).
#2571   $6   

Utensil Clip
P. 43
#100675   $10    

Leakproof Glass  
Container Set
P. 13
#100223   $57    

 Small Reusable  
Storage Bag
1½ cups (375 mL).
#100487   $12.50    

 Medium Reusable  
Storage Bag
3 cups (750 mL).
#100488   $14.50    

 Medium Reusable  
Sandwich Bag
3 cups (750 mL). Zip closures on 
two sides.
#100690   $16.50    

 Large Reusable  
Storage Bag
8	cups	(1.9	L).
#100489   $24.50    

Reusable Storage Bag Set
P. 13
#100486   $68 $60       

 Stretch-Fit Silicone Lid Set
Set of three in 7½", 8¾" and 10" 
(19-,	22-,	and	25-cm)	diameters.	
Microwave- and oven-safe.
#1758   $32    

Spice Organizer
P. 50
#100485   $29.50    

Stainless Steel  
Rotating Utensil Holder
P. 17
#2013   $39     
Select Parts 

 Teak Wooden Spatula
14"	(35	cm).
#2004   $11   

 Teak Wooden Spoon
14"	(35	cm).
#2002   $11   

MICROWAVE 
COOKING

Ceramic Egg Cooker
P. 19
#1529   $19.50    

 1-qt. (1-L) Micro-Cooker®

Melt butter, heat soup, steam 
veggies, and poach chicken breasts 
in the microwave.	
#100008   $13    

 2-qt. (2-L) Micro-Cooker®

Steam veggies, poach chicken,  
heat soup, and make side dishes  
in	the microwave.
#100009   $15    

Micro-Cooker® Set
P. 19
#100041   $49.50    

 Microwave Popcorn Maker
Silicone. Collapses for storage. Makes 
about 5 cups (1.25 L) of popcorn.
#1457   $26    

 Family-Size Microwave 
Popcorn Maker
Silicone. Collapses for storage. Makes 
about 12 cups (2.8 L) of popcorn.
#1569   $36    

 Tortilla Warmer
Warm 12 tortillas and keep them  
warm for an hour. 11" (28-cm). 
Machine washable.
#100120   $15   

Taco Night Set
P. 50
#100822   $41 $39
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MIXING & 
MEASURING

2-qt. (1.9-L) Plastic 
Mixing Bowl
P. 14
#100753   $17    

4-qt. (3.8-L) Plastic 
Mixing Bowl
P. 14
#100471   $27    

Plastic Mixing Bowl Set
P. 14
#100726   $66    

Small Batter Bowl
P. 14
#2432   $17    

 Classic Batter Bowl
P. 14
#2431   $23    

1-cup (250-mL)  
Prep Bowl Set
P. 14
#1825   $25    

2-cup (500-mL)  
Prep Bowl Set
P. 14
#1742   $18    

3-cup (750-mL)  
Prep Bowl Set
P. 14
#1743   $22    

Silicone Prep Bowl Set
P. 14
#1751   $27.50    

Stainless Steel  
Mixing Bowl Set
P. 14
#1735   $109    

Stainless Steel Measuring 
Scoop
P. 15
#100725   $10    

NEW Large Stainless Steel 
Measuring Scoop
P. 15
#101126   $20    

NEW Stainless Steel 
Measuring Scoop Set
P. 15
#101149   $30    

Digital Kitchen Scale
P. 45
#100271   $35   

Easy-Read Measuring Cup Set
P. 15
#100193   $36    

 Mini Measure-All® Cup
P. 15
#2236   $9       
Sleeve 

Measure-All® Cup
P. 15
#2225   $13       
Sleeve 

Measure, Mix & Pour®

P. 42
#100190   $19.50    

 Adjustable Measuring 
Spoon Set
P. 15
#2258   $12    

NEW Level & Funnel Scoop
P. 33
#101120   $10    

Measuring Spoon Set
P. 15
#2308   $13    

Measuring Cup Set
P. 15
#2257   $20    

Long Skinny Scraper 
P. 37
#100192   $13   

Mini Skinny Scraper
P. 17
#1704   $9    

Skinny Scraper
P. 17
#1655   $11    

Classic Scraper
P. 17
#1650   $14.50    

 Mini Mix ‘N Scraper®

P. 17
#1656   $12    

Small Mix ‘N Scraper® 
P. 17
#1659   $15    

Mix ‘N Scraper®

P. 17
#1657   $18    

Scraper Set
P. 17
#100537   $34.50    

Stainless Steel  
Mini Whipper
P. 17
#2635   $9    

Sauce Whisk
P. 17
#100483   $18     

 Stainless Steel  
Mini Whisk
P. 17
#2477   $13    

Stainless Steel Whisk
P. 17
#2475   $16    

Whisk Set
P. 17
#100536   $29    

OUTDOOR Burger & Slider Press
P. 38
#1174   $17    

 Corn Butterer
Spread and store butter easily. 
Includes cap. 2" x 3"  
(5 cm x 7.5 cm).
#2460   $8    

 Corn Holders
Safe in boiling water and  
microwave. Includes eight  
holders	and	a	storage box.
#2455   $11     

Ice Cream Maker
P. 39
#1538   $99.50   

 Quicksicle Maker®

Make ice pops in as little as  
8 minutes.	4½"	x	8¼"	x	4¾"	 
(12 cm x 21 cm x 12.5 cm).
#1799   $67   

1-qt. (1-L) Cool &  
Serve Bowl
P. 41
#100090   $30    

2.5-qt. (2.4-L) Cool & 
Serve Bowl
P. 41
#100091   $40    

Small Square  
Cool & Serve
P. 41
#2613   $40    

Large Square  
Cool & Serve
P. 41
#2614   $49    

 5-Section Tray 
Fits the Large Square Cool & Serve. 
Center well holds 1½ cups (375 mL).
#2618   $18    

Rectangular  
Cool & Serve
P. 41
#100375   $60     

NEW Modular Grill Pans
P. 26
#101112   $120    
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NEW Large Grill Pan
P. 26
#101113   $65     

NEW Small Grill Pan
P. 26
#101114   $45     

 Grilling Tool Set
Includes a basting brush, spatula, 
tongs, bag, and Wooden Grill Scraper.
#2725   $87 
Tools ; Bag 

 Wooden Grill Scraper
Clean grill grates safely and easily! 
It develops custom grooves with use. 
Oak. 14¼" (36 cm).
#2723   $17   

Indoor Outdoor Portable Grill
P. 38
#2719   $149       
Select Parts 

SMALL 
APPLIANCES

 Deluxe Air Fryer
P. 34
#100194   $299   
Select Parts 

Deluxe Air Fryer 
Fruit Leather Trays
P. 34
#100349   $36    

Deluxe Air Fryer  
Mess Catcher
P. 34
#100468   $27.50     

Deluxe Air Fryer Skewers
P. 34
#100285   $27.50    

NEW Deluxe Coffee Machine
P. 33
#101108   $299     
Select Parts 

Deluxe Cooking Blender
P. 37
#100125   $349    
Select Parts 

Deluxe Cooking Blender 
Smoothie Cup & Adapter
P. 37
#100195   $85    
Select Parts 

 Deluxe Electric  
Grill & Griddle
P. 38
#100348   $349     
Select Parts 

 Deluxe Electric  
Grill & Griddle Set
P. 38
#100465   $433

 Deluxe Electric  
Waffle Plates
P. 38
#100466   $75    

Deluxe Multi Cooker
P. 36
#100659   $229     
Select Parts 

Pressure Cooker  
Ceramic Pot
P. 36
#100049   $30    

Pressure Cooker  
Fluted Cake Pan
P. 36
#100119   $17    

Silicone Egg Bites Mold
P. 36
#100662   $30    

Pressure Cooker 
Springform Pan
P. 36
#100048   $18    

Pressure Cooker  
Glass Lid
P. 36
#100197   $20    

Pressure Cooker  
Steamer Baskets
P. 36
#100118   $17    

Deluxe Stand Mixer
P. 35
#100833   $399    
Select Parts 

Deluxe Stand Mixer 
Pouring Shield
P. 35
#100867   $20    

NEW Electric Milk Frother
P. 33
#101109   $89     
Select Parts 

Electric Pop & Stir
P. 39
#100896   $99     
Select Parts 

PANTRY
See p. 48–51 for all our pantry 
products, baking mixes, oils,  

sauces, seasonings, rubs, and  
meal mixes.

Coming
Soon!

INDEX
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Bekah YawnKristin Wierenga

Dee Weir

Sharon ZelenMikaela Wyatt

Robin Shilling

Stacy Itzel

Ellengton Boyce

Pam Sztukowski

Donna Landy

Jennifer Henderson

Sherri Carr

Marna RossYvonne Mattson

Barbara Duke

Britany Sunday

Love Carpenter

Tracy Varin Ashley Vollmer

Jill Lerner

Jennifer DeNicholasCammie Cruz

Steve Drapalski

April SchilligAnne McMillan

Claudia Bazaar

Emily Kerrigan Amy Konowal

From left: Leah Privett, Stacy Itzel, Morgan Leigh Smith

Our consultants are dedicated to creating mealtime wins in every kitchen.  
As leaders, they guide strong, supportive teams all around the country. 

Circle of Honor Achievers 
Pampered Chef’s highest honor is awarded each year to 
consultants who achieve the highest level in each of the 
four Excellence Awards categories: Personal Sales, Personal 
Recruits, Developing Leaders, and Organizational Sales 
Volume. Congratulations!

Our National Executive Directors
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Choose Your Kit

Save $25 or $50 when you host a party. Kit contents are subject to change without notice.

Best Value

Ask your consultant how to get started.

Let’s Get Cooking Together

Stoneware Launch Kit 
($215+ total value)$50

Air Fryer Launch Kit  
($700+ total value)$200

Scan to watch a 
video of the kits!

Cast Iron Launch Kit 
($420+ total value)$100

Grill Launch Kit  
($880+ total value)$250

Do it for yourself, not by yourself…

Included with 
every kit!

Love Our Products?
You’d make a great consultant!

As a consultant, you’ll share the kitchen tools you love while bringing people together—along with 
tips and recipes that make mealtime easier. You’ll earn cash, products, and rewards on your time.
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Cutlery Basics Set 
Includes the Coated Chef’s Knife,  
Bread Knife, Santoku Knife, Utility Knife, 
Tomato Knife, Paring Knife, Coated 
Steak Knife Set, Large Grooved Cutting 
Board, Cutting Board, and Bar Board.  
#HP1065

$220 

$110
Deluxe Air Fryer Set 
Includes the Deluxe Air Fryer, Skewers, 
Fruit Leather Trays, and Mess Catcher.  
#HP1051

$390 

$195

Deluxe Cooking Blender Set 
Includes the Deluxe Cooking 
Blender, Deluxe Cooking Blender 
Smoothie	Cup &	Adapter,	and	
Long Skinny Scraper. 
#HP1073

$447 

$223.50

NEW Barbecue & Roasting Set 
Includes the Flexible Basting Bottle, 
Grilling Tool Set, Modular Grill Pans, 
and Sweet Onion Sauce. 
#HP1068

$243 

$121.50

NEW Nonstick Cookware Set 
Includes all seven pieces of the Brilliance 
Nonstick Cookware collection (p. 21), 
plus three cookware protectors. 
#HP1074

$930 

$465

Make the most of 
your half-price 
selections with 

these exclusive sets.*

Just for Hosts

Please recycle this catalog.

A BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY COMPANY

Follow Us

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
For questions about our product guarantees, visit  
pamperedchef.com/guarantee. 

As a proud member 
of the Direct Selling 
Association, we adhere 
to and practice the 
DSA code of ethics.

Prices	are	effective	March	1–Aug.	31,	2024.	 
Pampered Chef  reserves the right to correct any errors, 
inaccuracies, or omissions, and to change or update 
information at any time without prior notice. 
©	2024	Pampered	Chef	used	under	license.	Pampered Chef, 
Pampered Chef and Spoon design, PC and Spoon design, 
and	Spoon	design	are	trademarks	used	under license.	
PW2491-03/24

One Pampered Chef Lane  |  Addison, IL 60101

Contact me for details:

Guest 
  Sales*

Free Product 
Rewards

More Products  
at Half Price

All the Rest  
at a Discount

For every $100 over $1,100, add $25 in free 
product rewards.

5

30% off  
everything else

$1,100 $240

$1,000 $215

$900 $190

4$800 $165

$700 $140

$600 $115

3
10% off  

everything else

$500 $75

$400 $50 

$300 $25 2

$200 Kit Credit of $25 1

New Consultant Kit Credit: Use $25 or $50 of your free product rewards toward your new business.

Host-Exclusive Sets:	Save	up	to	$465!	
Plus, get a special offer the month you host!

* Guest sales excludes shipping and sales tax. Free product rewards cannot be applied to monthly host specials, 
half-price products, discounted products, half-price combos, shipping, or sales tax.

With any party type, hosts get a 10% discount for a year and more 
rewards when their guests host parties!

Contact me for details on how rewards work for each party type.

Let’s connect and plan your party today!

 Pampered
Party

& Get
When you have a host rewards party with 

friends, you get rewards on products.  
Stock your kitchen at a great price!

*Half-price combos are restricted to a quantity of 1 per item.

$930 

$465


